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Sheikhs
A Shekels

and there "Were 19 separate articles
about or related to Saudi A rabia.
Says Davie: ‘A t the foot of page
two there was a note saying: “ Publi
cation of this num ber has been
made possible by the paym ent of a
charge by the Government of Saudi
A rabia equivalent in am ount to the
cost of advertising that a special
attitude of the health authorities can be
num ber of this size would normallv
seen when one Progressive (i.e. Tory)
carry” .
councillor said, ‘What do we need it for
‘The novelty of the supplement
anyway’.
lay in the total absence of visible
Scotland is bogged down in sex matters
advertisements. W hat had happened
by 19th-century Victorian Presbyterianism
was that The Tim es had printed 12
on one hand and blatant Roman Catholi
pages, liable to create a favourable
cism on the other. In one cathedral in a
impression of Saudi A rabia in the
major Scottish city worshippers were
minds b f its readers, and the Saudis
given printed forms containing a hysteri
had paid the bill.’
cal tirade against the abortion bill and
‘Responsible’ newspapers have
were told, by the clergy, to send this
drivel to their MP. Some weren’t so
been careful in the past to m aintain
soft and sent these little holy epistles to
a reputation for complete indepen
the press instead, whereupon the hier
dence. These kind of special re
archy denied responsibility.
ports that are signed by respected
Certain Scottish Tory MPs have
and unbiased political commenta
pleaded in the Westminster Gasworks
tors
are making a mockery of
that Scotland should be excluded from
‘independence’.
the abortion bill. What similar under
This is a kind of liberal wish that
hand skullduggery has gone on in the
case of the Family Planning Bill? Or is
Lord Thomson is the owner of has no reality. But it has driven
the failure to give Scotland the benefits the Sunday Times (rival of the Mr. Davie to the point of resistance.
therein the only way in which our Observer) and he also owns The One can sympathise with him want
politically bankrupt Labour rulers can Times which shares the building and ing to hang on to a code by which
halt the ever decreasing Scottish popula
tion? Scotland now has the biggest slum presses with the Observer. There a . semblance of plain dealing can
problem in Europe, the lowest wage rates fore the Sunday Times knows every satisfy his conscience.
But for this problem there is go
in Britain and mounting Unemployment. move that the Observer intends to
The Highland Board, just about the make. By the time the Observer ing to be no solution. The encroach
only piece of anything like Socialist staff worked out a new lay-out or ments of advertisers will continue.
planning this government has done is decided on a new series, Lord The borderline between advertising
impotent against the attacks of the landed Thomson’s Sunday Times has a and editorial copy cannot be m ain
gentry. Wilson may well have an Aden similar article ready. This battle is tained under the present publishing
problem on his hands, he may worry not so much for ne^vs, but for adver arrangements for newspapers. M r.
about the Common Market, he can sweat tisers.
Davie accepts the fact th at adver
over the balance of payments. But the
And where one paper goes the tisements are the m ain source of
Scottish problem, provided North of
But he
the border comrades start stirring it up a other must follow. Special features revenue for newspapers.
bit, could give Harold the Good the which bore the tits off readers are must know how difficult it is to
now commonplace. And, as Mr. avoid the printing of concealed
biggest headache he’s ever had!
Davie pointed out, there is a danger advertisements. M ost of the travel
D onald Sh u .
of further encroachment. He has stories are sponsored by C ook’s
decided to make a stand on this Tours. One can concede that adver
issue.
tisers do not always want editorial
The new t\^ist is this. On Tues control. This is when they only
day, May 9, The Times made pub have goods to sell. But when they
lishing history by becoming the wish to create a m arket, or change
official organ of the Saudi Arabian governmental policy, they also buy
Government. This is how it hap editorial space. The threat of with
pened. They published a special drawing advertisements is only p u t
the boycott of advertisers it would not supplement on King Faisal’s visit. to advertising men, who pass it on
have made a fortune but it would have H e was welcomed in an editorial to the management. By the time a
held its own.
One thing that can be said without
fear of contradiction, the printing wor
kers bent over backwards in their
attempts to save the Citizen, but all
they succeeded in doing was providing
a slightly healthier corpse for a later
F THE RIGHT wing of the Conserva the process.’ (Ministry of Education
burial.
tive Party has a function in con circular 10/65, July 12, 1965.)
Will the Sunday Citizen be the last temporary British politics, it is to show
This paragraph is quoted in an article
newspaper to die? Unfortunately I have by supporting them which causes are by a freelance journalist Rosemary
my doubts. Some circulations are be doomed.
Wittman published by the Sunday Times
ginning to drop. The immediate cause
It
is
ironic
that
a
political
grouping,
May 7. The article stands out from
put forward is lack of advertising, and consisting of so many retired majors, on
load of rubbish recently thrown at us
up to a point this is correct, but do the should have to endure so many Dunkirks. the
by the bourgeois press on comprehensive
British public want newspapers as such?
Having struggled unsuccessfully to schools.
Taking a look at the national press, both
The writer visited one ‘outstanding’
daily and Sunday, the four with the preserve such institutions as hanging and
comprehensive school, Wandsworth in
highest circulations are the two Mirrors, the British Empire, the Old Right is now South
London, to find out how successful
News of the World and the People, with fighting to keep the grammar school.
But the grammar school as we know it it was in implementing the ideals of
the emphasis on crumpet before news,
although to be fair, the last does spe will not survive. It offends against the
cialize in anti-working-class muck-raking. current educational principle, ‘equality of
So what is the solution? Are National opportunity’.
This principle will increasingly
daily papers a thing of the past? Do we
have time to read the papers? Going to dominate the educational theory of any
work in the mornings, either the journey modern class society. An educational TTUGO BLANCO, imprisoned Peruvian
peasant leader, has been severely
is too quick or too crowded to read the system based on it will be the most
paper, the same in the evening and by efficient method of ensuring that the beaten up by prison warders in his Lima
the time you have had your evening maximum number of able children gaol.
Blanco was summoned to see the
meal the one-eyed monster imposes its emerge as potential leaders.
By introducing comprehensive educa Prison Director. On his way to the
hypnotic powers.
The papers which do not need reading tion a government tries, to achieve two Director’s office, he crossed a piece of
have the highest circulation, and this, purposes: to increase the number of ground which had been declared ‘mili
whether we like it or not, is the unpalat well-qualified school leavers and to strike tary territory*, a designation which the
prisoners usually ignored.
able truth. Newspapers as such have a blow for social justice.
There was no sign to indicate that the
either to rekindle social conscientiousness
There is no reason to doubt the
on the injustices of the day, expose the sincerity of those in the government and crossing of this area was forbidden.
nakedness of the dream world we live elsewhere who favour comprehensive When a warder called Blanco’s attention
in, or become puppets of the brassy schools. They genuinely want their to the prohibition he said he was igno
advertisers, with news as incidental.
‘equality of opportunity’. And they want rant of the ruling and started to discuss
the matter. A captain of the Guardian
The Sunday Citizen was in an ideal more.
position to make the exposures; it was
‘A comprehensive school aims to Rcpuhlicana then ordered the warder to
financed by the Co-operative and Trade establish a community in which pupils beat up Blanco.
Union Movements. It didn’t need the from the whole ability range and with
A fellow prisoner, Kreus, tried to help
brassy advertisers it chose to court. As differing interests and backgrounds can him but other warders,came along and,'
with any suicide, we regret the death be encouraged to mix with each other, on the captain’s orders, set about both
of wasted potential.
*
gaining stimulus from the contacts and men.
B ill C hrr3topher.
learning tolerance and understanding in
Blanco is now in the prison hospital

NO PILL FOR SCOTS!
jE RECENT Bill, now in the
Committee stage in the House of’
iCommons, to make Family Plamrfng
|part and parcel of the National Health
■Service, covers England and Wales but
|not Scotland.
I The reason for this- discrimination lies
Bn the ‘Catholic vote’. And this bogey
fts a real one. Areas of Scotland, particu
larly in the West and around Dundee
Ire haunted by the presence of the
Catholic vote*. In areas like Coatbridge
he populace votes not Labour or Tory—
gut Catholic and Protestant.
TTo give some examples of just how bad
is. In Glasgow, where the LabourShtrolled council is ridden with Irishatholics there is no official municipal
^m ily Planning Centre at all. The sole
prce of help and information in the
is the offices of the Family Planning
Bsociation, a private body. Queues of
Buen/ have been reported there. In
jdee (with an amazingly large Irish
Ipulation) a similar situation exists,
■nburgh is little better and only in
ferdeen, where the humanitarian doctor
"jDugald Baird has been working on
Router fringes of the law for years, is
graceptive information freely availSp. Freely available, that is, for those
pp seek it out.
•yen in Aberdeen, claimed by some to
(more liberal in these matters than
tckholm, the local clinic does not
near' in the telephone directory and
Jpervices are largely restricted to the
Itidle classes.
rA suggestion that posters should be put
J mother and baby clinics was briefly
looted by the city health committee and
pen quietly dropped. That not everyone
the city agrees with the enlightened

1T IN G CO N STA N TIN E of Greece
“
recently visited this country in
a ‘private’ capacity and the inde
pendent, free press of this country
obeyed instructions to keep this fact
secret from the public.
King Faisal of Saudi A rabia
recently visited this country in a
‘public’ capacity and the indepen
dent, free press of this country
obeyed instructions to whip up some
interest.
Nevertheless a courageous journa
list, M r. Micheal Davie, the Deputy
E ditor of the Observer, shed an in
teresting sidelight on King Faisal’s
visit, which is of im portance to us
all.
It is a pity that nobody will tell
us about King Constantine’s visit.
We would have liked to know whom
the Greek King talked to. Did he
visit his relations? In what way did
his visit connect up with the recent
coup? But on this subject we have
to wait until a respectable am ount
of time has elapsed.
Should a
courageous journalist wait so long?
But we are grateful to M r. Davie
for having written a very interesting
article on at least one aspect of the
sponsored welcome given To King
Faisal. This ‘sponsored welcome’
was very noticeable in the pages of
The Times newspaper, on whose
presses the Observer is printed. It
must have taken quite a bit of
courage on the part | of Mr. Davie
to have publicly criticised his own
landlord.
But that he has cause
for complaint is evident.
This
briefly has to be explained as dog
does not bite landlord very often.

‘SUNDAY CITIZEN’
COMMITS SUICIDE
l^REEDOM regrets to announce the
death of another newspaper. The
Sunday Citizen has five issues to go be
fore its buriaL The cause o f . death,
according to the patient, lack of ‘adver
tising’. I beg to differ with the diagnosis,
it was more like suicide whilst under
strain of economic difficulties of its own
making.
Since approximately 1954, when it was
the Reynold's News' the Sunday Citizen
has become a ‘lousy rag’, good feature
articles have been the exception rather
than the rule. In the majority of cases
it has trimmed its sails to accommodate
the right-wing Lib-Lab of the Labour
Party and consequently found itself in
competition with the traditional inde
pendent Tory Press. Obviously it was
no race—the Citizen couldn’t even pre
sent that point of view attractively. The
Sunday Citizen was viewed as a tragic
giggle, which was bought and read out
of loyalty, and even that has grown
thin over the past eighteen months or so.
Some printing chapels, who made bulk
sales of the paper, were unable to give
I copies away let alone sell them.
The Sunday Citizen, if it had had
‘spunk, could have captured the imagi
nation of the Joe Soaps. -•Maybe due to
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EQUALITY OF OPPORTUNITY!
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request arrives on the ed ito r’s desk
it h a s been tactfully w orded. B u t
advertising, w hether it is concealed
o r only too blatant, is the m ainstay
of m ost new spapers and the m o re
one paper like the Sunday T im es
gobbles up the ads, the less there is
for other papers. T his is n o t to say
that a successful p aper is a healthy
one.
T he Sunday C itizen was killed
for lack of advertising. A nd yet it
had an enorm ous circulation. T hey
sold 250,000 copies a week. T here
is something wrong when such a
figure is too small for a healthy
circulation.
'
Last year the Sunday C itizen is
supposed to have m ade a loss of
£160,000.
In the same year the
Co-operative
W holesale
Society
m ade a profit of £800,000. N ow it
would have been within the CW S’s
reach to keep the Sunday C itizen
alive. But fchis would have been no
different from the C IA ’s subsidy to
Encounter (and I believe to the
magazine Censorship).
T he C IA
got w hat it asked for. A softening
of intellectual attitudes with regard
to Am erican policy, w hether at the
time of the R osenberg executions
o r now with V ietnam (Alex Com 
fo rt’s letter, the Guardian . . .) was
w orth the subsidy.
Similarly the
m agazine Censorship paid its way
by creating a kind of universal guilt
of censorship.
W e believe th at the answer can
be found within our own approach
and th at of a few other papers in
this country. W e exist solely on
sales, subscriptions and a com m unal
subsidy which makes up our deficit.
Paradoxically, having no advertising
in our p aper is a great saving for
o u r readers each week. Every m an
who pays ‘only’ 4d. for his M irror
is facing financial ruin sooner or
later. A ll advertising w hether con
cealed o r blatant exists to tem pt
you into impulse buying fridges,
washing machines o r patent medi
cines. Therefore M r. Davie’s lastditch defence is a battle on the
wrong front. H e is a brave m an to
have m ade a stand anyway.
J ohn R ety .
the theorists. She certainly found that
more boys were passing examinations:
‘Between 1955, the last year of the
grammar school, and 1965, after ten years
of comprehensive organisation, the num
ber of GCE “O” levels passed went up
700 per cent, and “A” levels went up 300
per cent.*
The figures for university entrance
have also gone up—if not so spectacu
larly. But judged by the standards of
the Ministry circular the school appears
a total failure.
‘Nobody’s friends with Tau boys, the
bottom ones. Or any of the boys from
over Fulham or Battersea,* said an
Continued on page 3

HUGO BLANCO IN DANGER!
with ‘pulmonary disease’ according to
the authorities. No one is being allowed
to see him and, from all accounts, he is
without medical care.
Protests should be sent without delay
to : The Peruvian Ambassador, 52 Sloane
Street, S.W.l, telephone BELgravia 2545
and to : President Belaunde Terry, Lima,
Peru.
Hugo Blanco’s appeal against the
savage sentence of 25 years is due for a
hearing before a Military Court soon.
It would be very convenient for the mili
tary authorities if he died before the
Court met. This is what happened to
Maxime Velando, another Peruvian
Labour leader. The official version was
that he took poison, but in fact he was
beaten to death by the police.
Issued by the British Committee for
Solidarity with Victims of Repression in
Peru, c/o 100 Henderson Road, London,
E.7.

Dear Editors,

books?
We oan supply
any book in p rin t

The intellectual and moral arrogance
o f M alcolm Caldwell’s letter on Vietnam
( F reedom , 13.5.67) provides a classic
example o f what I and many others have
found disturbing about the statements on
Vietnam o f Lord Russell and those asso
ciated with him.

Caldwell writes: ‘Vietminh “terror”
after the French ratted on their under
takings (made in the period while they
were still trying to build up their forces
in early 1946) was a matter of selfSECONDHAND
preservation against French tactics which
We have a large stock of secondhand pioneered later US genocide.' There is
hooks. Try us for what you want or something to this, but Caldwell’s bombas
better still, visit us. This week’s selection. tic sentence does not meet one of the
The Philosophy of Ingersoll
principal points Featherstone was making
(ed.) Verc Goldthwaite 8/6 in his article in F r e e d o m on March 25,
that the Vietminh assassinated not only
British Trade Unions
Sir Walter Citrine (spine damaged) 6/- Frenchmen but also Vietnamese socialists,
Trotskyists, ‘liberal’ nationalists, etc. Was
Shall Angels Weep Again?
Mary Needham 5/- this, too, a matter of self-preservation?
The Massacre of Saint Bartholomew
Caldwell writes: ‘It is very clever to
Sylvia Lennie England 4/6 point out piddling factual errors in
Thomas Hodgskin
Elie Ha levy 12/6 Russell’s articles, and to ignore the most
Aneurin Bevan: Cautious Rebel
overwhelming fact of our time of which
Mark M. Krug 10/— he has tried to warn us—the slide of
The Road to Wigan Pier
the US government towards Fascism.
George Orwell (L.B.C. edn.) 5/- Like accusing the Jews of exaggerating
Murder, Piracy and Treason
their concentration camp victims to con
Raymond Postgate 12/6 trive support against Hitler!’ Caldwell’s
The Quiet American
apparent assumption that exaggeration
Graham Greene 3/6 and deceit is a useful means of whipping
Paradox, King
Pio Baroja 5/- up support is questionable on practical as
The Economic Consequences of the
well as moral grounds. To take Russell’s
Peace (damaged) J. M. Keynes 3/- case, his repeated distortions and inac
H ie Chronicles of Dawnhope
curacies in his statements about Vietnam
G .F . Bradby 3/6 have meant that his views have been
News from Nowhere
easily dismissed in the country where he
William Morris 5/— must want them to spread most—the
Joan of Arc
Mark Twain 5/-*
USA.
Botha, Smuts and South Africa
Caldwell accuses me of ‘disguised
(1946)
Basil Williams 3/- racism’ because I object when Russell
Pillars of Society
quotes the New York Times as saying
(includes Kropotkin) A. G. Gardiner 4/6 that 100,000 were ‘killed or maimed by
Soviet Justice and the Trial of
chemical poisons’, whereas the original
Radek and Others Dudley Collard 5/- report (which derived, as Russell failed
God and the Universe
to make clear, from a Vietcong broad
Chapman Cohen (paperback) 3/6 cast), said that 100,000 had been ‘killed
Determinism or Free-Will?
or affected’. It seems to me that the
Chapman Cohen 4 /- racism is Russell’s, if he really can’t tell
The Case for Socialism
the difference between when a Vietnamese
Fred Henderson 3/- is ‘affected’ and when he is ‘maimed’.
Caldwell writes: ‘Would Roberts and
Postage Extra
Featherstone go along with the journalist
who interviewed me on my return and
suggested that all the flattened cities and
limbless women and children had been
“laid on” cynically by the Vietnamese
(Open 2 p j n .— 5.30 pm . daily;
themselves to dupe Western liberals?’
l i u l —1 pm . Thursdays;
Then, prejudging our answer to this
I t am.—5 pm. Saturdays).
question, he goes on: ‘Don’t parade your
callousness so blatantly.* This prejudging
1 7 a M AXW ELL ROAD
of our answer is not only unpleasant in
FRLHAM SW 6 Te l: R E N 3 7 M itself, indicating that Caldwell sees every
one who is not wholly for him as wholly
stupid and evil, it is also based on
fantastic blindness.
Caldwell knows
perfectly well that I oppose the US
bombing in North Vietnam and have
said so publicly, particularly in an article
in New Society on January 12, 1967,
but also in many other places. Caldwell
■LECTIONS FROM •FREEDOM’
knows that I believe civilian targets in
Vol 3 1953: Colonialism on Trial
North Vietnam have been persistently
Vul 4 1954: Living on a Volcano
hit by US bombs. Yet, because I
Vat 5 1955: The Immoral Moreliato
disagree with some of his and Russell’s
Vat 6 1956: Oil and Troubled Waters
statements, and have argued in some
Val 7 1957: Year One—Sputnik Exa
detail with them, I am ‘callous* and a
Vat I 1951: Socialism in a Wheelchair
‘racist*.
Val f 1959: Print, Press ft Public
In this letter I have not attempted to
Val I t I960: The Ttapedy of Africa
answer all the points in Malcolm
Vat It 1961: Tha People ia *e9treet
Caldwell’s letter. I trust that Malcolm
Vat 12 1962: Pilkington v, Bssrhiig
Caldwell will excuse me this discourtesy,
Vat 13 1963: Forces of Law tad Order
but I feel that I have achieved what
Vol 14 1964: Election Yean
I wanted in this correspondence—to get
■ash volume: paper 7/6 doth lt/6 .
Caldwell to state in detail his objections
Tha paper edition of die Bdectfans is to Featherstone’s article—and it is up to
available to readers of FRSIDOM
Featherstone, should he wish to do so, to
at 0/6 poet free.
make a more complete riposte.
Yours,
VM NON RICHARDS
A dam R o b e r t s .
MaUteeta : His Life and Ideas
d a * 21/-; paper lt/6
B. M A L A W I A
Anarchy Paper 1/ALEXANDER BERKMAN
(Aa (Rare is m national secretariat for enquiries,
ABC of Anarchism paper 2/6
ALEX COMFORT
*Except in London—see below.
Ddinquency 66.
LONDON FEDERATION OF ANARCHISTS.
Temporary address c/o Wooden Shoe. 42 Now
/A U L ELTZBACHER
Compton Street, London, W.C.2.
Anarchism (Bareo Exponents of the
Sunday evening meetings S p.m. Lamb Jt Flag.
Roee Street, off Garrick Street, London. W.C.2
Anarchiet Phloeophy) doth 21/(Leicester Square tube).
RUDOLF ROCKER
MAY 21 Jade Robinson
Anarchists and the Ressian Revolution
Nationalism and Culture
ANARCHIST MEETINGS AT HYDE PARK
doth 21/■VERY SUNDAY AT 2 P.M.
CSARLEB MARTIN
HARLOW ANARCHIST GROUP. Enquiries to
Towards a Free Society 2/6
Keith Nathan, 131 Pennymead, Harlow or John
Barrick, 14 Centra Avenue, Epping.
JOHN HEWETSON
LEWISHAM, LONDON, S.I.13. 2nd and 4th
Bi-Health. Poverty and i s Slate
Thursdays. Meetings at Mike Malet's, 61 Granville
Park, Lewisham, S.E.13.
doth 2/6; paper 1/SOUTHWARK ANARCHIST GROUP. Cootact
▼OUNE
Dave Burden, 45b Barry Road, East Dulwich,
S.E.22. Proposed meetings to be held on first and
Nineteen-Seven teen (The Russian
third Thursday of each month,
Revolution Betrayed) doth 12/6
r r e a m OB J ANARCHISTS.
Contact: Jim
Hogg no, 173 KiagshiM Avenue, Nerthott, Middle
The Unknown Revolution
sex.
(Kronstadt 1921. Ukraine 1910-21)
BALING ANARCHIST GROUP.
Get into
touch with Ken King, 54 Norwood Road,
d o * 12/6
Southall.
R. A. GUTKIND
The Expanding Environment
•F F -C E N T R E LONDON
jBnsirsIsJ) boards t/6
DISCUSSION M EETINGS
BBORGE BARRETT
3rd Wednesday of each month at Jack Robinson
and
Mary Canine's, 21 Rumbold Road, S.W.6
The F ist Person (Selections) 2/6
(off King s Road), 8 p .a .
I H lA F i BAKUNIN
3rd Friday of each meath at I p.m. at Donald
and Irene Rooum’s, new at 13 Savernakc Road.
Marxism, Freedom and the State
London, N.W.3.
h i ) K. J. Keoafick (paper) 7/6
1BARB-LOUI19E BERNER1
REGIONAL FEDERATIONS
BUher la st ear West (Selected
AN0GR0UPS
■ IB p ) (paper) 6/ALTRINCHAM ANARCHIST YOUTH GROUT.

Freedom Boekehep

FREEDOM PRESS
PUBLICATIONS

THE VIETNAM CONTROVERSY
Dear Comrades,
Dear Editors,
About the article 'Lies about Vietnam*
As I have written more about Vietnam
(F reedom , 25.3.67). I agree with all the
in F r ee d o m than probably anyone else I
criticisms which are made of the so- should like to comment on Malcolm
called 'Liberation Front* of Vietnam. Caldwell's statement, ‘It is incomprehen
The main question, as far as Anarchists sible that F r e e d o m , an anarchist paper,
are concerned, is 'Is the Vietcong a should lean backwards to apologise for
Libertarian Movement?*—for, if it is not
US fascism, rather than put all its support
it cannot lead to ‘liberation*.
behind the great and unbeatable Asian
Anarcho-syndicalist readers may re revolution against ages-long poverty and
member that, at the last SWF Con humiliation.*
ference, an attempt was made to exclude
I have read every word written about
from membership any supporter of the Vietnam in F r e e d o m . Five-sixths has
Vietnam Solidarity Campaign.
This been protests against US brutality, cal
authoritarian move was, I’m glad to say, lousness and deceit in Vietnam including
defeated. The SWF has a clear statement much of my own stuff. Many articles,
of aims and principles, and is open to including some of my own, have been
all who agree with these. It’s ridiculous wholly concerned with American aggres
to fall out over events on the other side sion and murder. I f anything. F r e e d o m
of the world, which we are. in any case, oould be accused of a pro-communist
powerless to influence.
bias regarding Vietnam.
The broad amorphous mass which I
Yet when Godfrey Featherstone, in
call the Anarchist Movement does not F reedom , calls attention to errors,
have a formal membership. It includes exaggerations and bias in Lord Russell's
all those who are not just opposed to recent book on Vietnam, F reedom is
this government o r that government but accused of ’leaning backwards to apolo
to government as such. There are as gise for US fascism*. (‘Fascism’ is a
many different viewpoints as there are stupid word in the context— if Caldwell
Anarchists. A few, however, try to de would take the trouble to find out what
fine those they disagree with out of fascism really involves—leader principle,
existence. This is the 'Anarchist* equiva corporate state, etc.—then he will realise
lent of 'exclusion*, ‘expulsion*, ‘excom that the US is not fascist nor anything
munication’ or whatever you want to near i t )
F reedom takes the line* held by most
call i t
On March 25, I went to Speakers’ anarchists, that war is a struggle between
Corner to sell Anarchist propaganda. evils, and that the magnitude of the
CND was holding a meeting there, and greater evil in no way condones the
a few people with red and black flags lesser. Caldwell doubtless thinks this line
were standing beside the platform, shout is pedantic and purist and all the rest
ing interruptions, some of which were but perhaps even he, in the specific case
of Vietnam, will admit that plenty of
relevant, but most of them frivolous.
I
met an Anarchist from Aberdeen journalists and commentators have
who was taking no part in this curious reported that the m ajority of the South
ritual. He carried a red and black flag Vietnamese people do not support either
and that of the NLF, which looked very Hanoi or Saigon and yearn only for peace
strange to me. and I said so. He replied, — such as Martha Gellhorn clearly
*1 carry it to show my solidarity with the showed in her Guardian articles a few
people of Vietnam. It doesn’t mean I months ago.
Some people (such as myself) want to
support the communists.’
Now, in my opinion, the NLF has all see a compromise reached in Vietnam (I
the marks of a state. It imposes taxes agree the chances are slim but that is
on an already impoverished population, what I want). Others want to see
it conscripts young men, it wages war, American military victory or communist
etc. The gesture of the Aberdeen com military victory even if it means years
rade seemed well meant but mistaken. more suffering for the Vietnamese
However, when he added that be had although no proponent of the Vietnam
just been told by the people interrupting communists can state how the Vietnam
CND's meeting that he ‘could not be an communists can defeat the m ilitary and
anarchist* I felt distinctly sick. That economic might of the US.
these Londoners, instead of welcoming a
Caldwell is obviously a passionate
fellow Anarchist from a distant city, in supporter of the Vietnam communists.
deed from another country, should Would he, I wonder, use the columns of
attempt to ‘excommunicate* him, seemed F r e e d o m to make a public declaration
crazy to me.
of his willingness to join an International
Anarchism has taken firm roots in Column in Vietnam should Hanoi call for
Aberdeen. Taking into account the dif one?
ference in size, it compares very favour
J e f f R o b in s o n .
ably with London. My explanation of
this is that there are Anarchists in Lon
don who don’t want the movement to
grow. Now, whether we like it or not,
there will continue to be very different Dear Comrades,
viewpoints within the Anarchist move
The East London Committee of 100 is
ment. There are many who can’t stand
planning
a demonstration at the m ilitary
my views but, if I live for three score
and ten, they will have to put up with complex at Foulness and Shoeburyness
me for another forty-five years (and on May 27, 28 and 29. This complex
houses the Foulness Atomic Weapons
vice versa).
To me, there are two main groups of Research Establishment, two artillery
Anarchists; the revolutionaries and the ranges and Shoebury Garrison. In addi
non-revolutionaries. Like the Aberdeen tion it is proposed to install a missile
comrade, I am in the first category. We base at Shoebury.
Several hundred civilians live in a
may disagree over many things, but what
we hold in common is more important. prohibited area, virtually under m artial
But all of us, revolutionary or otherwise, law. They require permits to enter and
have to ‘live and let live’. There is no leave the area, as do all persons visiting
the area. We have been informed that
other alternative for Anarchists.
this area is to be extended. In view of
Yours fraternally,
this, we call upon all groups and indi
London, N. 1
D ave C oull .
viduals to join us in a demonstration

Foulness D EM O

Anarchist Federation of Britain
speakers, ate., please cootact Local troops.)
OeC in touch with Stephen Richards, 25 Norik
Vale Road, Timparloy, Cheshire.
ABERDEEN CROUP.
Correspondence
to
Michael Day, 86 Roeemount Place, Aberdeen.
RRXLEY ANARCHIST GROUP. Cerreepondenee
to Paul Wildish, 2 Cumbrian Avenue, Darnehoirt
Kent.
BELFAST: Contact Tony Adams, 11 Winetavern
Street, Smithfield Square, Belfast.
BIRMINGHAM ANARCHIST GROUP. Secre
tary: Geoff Charlton, 8 Light woods Hill, Bear
wood, Smethwick, 41.
Regular meetings at
Geoff and Caroline's above sddress. top flat.
First Wednesday of month.
RESISTANCE GROUP. C /o Birmingham Peace
Action Centre (formerly CND office). Factory
Road, Birmingham, 19.
UNIVERSITY OF ASTON CROUP. Contact:
Dave Kipling, 87 Kingsbury Roud, Brdtagtoa,
Birmingham 24.
BRIGHTON. All those interacted in activities
and action should cootact Richard Miller, 1/2
Percival Terrace, Brighton, 7.
BRISTOL. Contact: Dave Thome, 49 Gotham
Brow, Bristol, 6.
CARDIFF ANARCHIST GROUP. Contact Mike
O u t i e j , 36 Whitaker Road, Tremorfa, CardH.
DUNDEE GROUP. Cootact Bob and U a i
Turnbull, 39 Stratheden Park, Stratheden Hospital,
by Cupar, Fife.
GLASGOW ANARCHIST GROUP ONE. Cor
respondence to Robert Lyua, 2b Saraeea Head
Lane. Glasgow. C.l.
HERTS. GROUP. Contact Stuart Milchel at
46 Hughendon Road, Marsbalswick, St. Albans.
Herts.
HULL ANARCHIST GROUP.
J. Tempest,
89 Fountain Road, Hull. Tel. 212S26* M a lia n
8 p.m. 1st and 3rd Fridays of month at above
address.
IPSWICH ANARCHISTS. Contact Naff D ata, 74
Cemetery Road, Ipswich, Suffolk.
NEW HAM LIBERTARIANS. Contact Mick
Shenker, 122 Hampton Roud, Peseta Guta.

tellers
against the warfare state, t f u a a the
extension of Shoebury Garrison, agaian
the Foulness AWRE, and again* the
proposed Shoeburynee* missile hnse.
The details are a* follows:—
Saturday, May 27. Assemble 2-30 p to.
at Victoria Station C ar Park. Southend.
March to Shoebury. 5.30 p-m. Tee
break, followed by leafletting and vigR
Sunday, May 28.
11 R-W- PWie
Meeting at Ramparts Terrace, Shocbnry.
1 pm . Lunch. 2 p.m* M arch to Gfetg
Wakering. 3.30 p m. Vigil and sit-down
at the gates of the Foulness prohibited
area, followed by all-night vigil
Monday, May 29. 10 am . Assemble
at the gales of the Foulness prohibited
area. March to Southend. 1 p m Lunch.
2 p.m. Southend Sea Front (opposite the
Kurtaal). Public Meeting
Yours Fraternally,
R o g e r S u tto n

(Convener, East L oadoii
C om m ittee of 100,'
Shoeburyness Working J
Group.)

S till Alive
and K icking
Dear Editor,
There is no reason to doubt the |
intentions of Jim Pinkerton’s crit
examination of the functioning of
anarchist group (‘Manchester Profij*
F r e e d o m , 29.4.67). However the art
irritated members of Manchester Aj
chist G roup (i) because it misleadigB
describes an out-of-date situation—|
group is very much alive, and (ii);
author complains of inactivity and
of organ isation/contact/co-ord ination
when in fact no one has seen h ire
months!
F or Jim’s information MAG I I
weekly meetings and has taken part!
two moderately significant demos in
last fortnight. It has produced three n{
introductory leaflets which have
widely read in the university
colleges, etc., and it is currently engaj
in establishing a rapport with other ndS
political organisations such as Amnesia
YCND, AA, and CARD. There is aM
frequent social contact between member®
We may not have a corps of fu ll-tim e!
organisers but we do have an efficient
secretary, who (if he had been asked)]
could probably have given a m ore
accurate account of the state of affairs
here than someone who, in the last
year o r so, has not had anything to do
with MAG.
True, we do need to know who can be
relied on to do what, and when; and
there is a lot of support running to waste
in Manchester, but Jim, please don’t
waste y o u r time writing to F r e e d o m
about it, come along and help! We’d
be glad to see you.
Fraternally,
G r a h a m L e ig h ,
R o n f t J a n ic e M a r s d e n .
D ave & J o hn Po u lso n ,
A lan B arlow ,
D a v id S t r in g e r .

Manchester
8.5.67

ORPINGTON ANARCHIST GROUP. Knockkott,
Nr. Sevenoaks, K ent Every six weeks at Greenways. Knocfcbolt. Phone: Kaockholt 23*' Brian
and Maureen Richardson.
PLYMOUTH ANARCHIST FEDERATION. Con
tact J. Hill. 79 Undertake. Plymstock, Plymouth.
Devon.
READING ANARCHIST GROUP.
Contest
Alan Rom, 116 Belmont Roud. Reading, Berks.
ROCHESTER ANARCHIST GROUP. Contact
Eiyl Davies, 22 St. M argaret’s Street, Rochester.
Fortnightly meetings.
SHEFFIELD.
Contact Robin Lovell, c/o
Students* Union, University, Sheffield. Tel. 24076.
SOUTH WEST MIDDLESEX ANARCHIST
GROUP.
Meetings every Saturday. Felt ham
High Street. Contact P. J. Goody, 36 Norman
Avenue, Han worth, Middlesex.
SWANSEA. Please get in touch with Julian Roes,
11 Wdlfield Close, Bishopeton, Swansea.

Group. Contact Rodney Hodges, 2 Cambridge
Drive, Lee, S.E.I2.
NORTH WALES: Bangor. Contact Geoff Brown.
39 Cacllepa, Bangor, Caerns.
SOMERSET. John and Jill Driver wish to
contact local libertarians, 4 Ob ridge Road,
Taunton, Somerset.
ROCHDALE. Please contact Richard Crawford,
4 Hargreaves Street, Sudden. Rochdale.
SLOUGH. Contact S id Rawle, 4 Hillperton
Road, Slough. Bucks.
NORTH EAST ESSEX. Would readers interested
in proposed group write to P. Newell, “ Maybush” , Maypole Road, Tiptree, Essex.
ELTHAM. ‘Sons of D um m y’ Group. Get in
touch with T. Liddle, 83 Gregory Crescent,
London, S.E.9.

N O RTH -W EST FED ER A TIO N

U.S.A. NEW YORK CITY. N.Y. Federation at
Anarchists, c/o Torch Bookshop, 641 Beet 9ta
Street, N.Y., 10009. Meets every Thursday evening
AUSTRALIA. Anarchist Group, PO Box A 309.
Sydney South. Public meetings every Sunday ia
the Domain, 2 p m and Mondays, 72 Oxford
Street, Paddington, Sydney, 8 p.m.
DANISH ANARCHIST FEDERATION.
52
Miadevej, Soborg-Copenhagen. Denmark.
VANCOUVER, B.C., CANADA. Aarons interes
ted in forming anarchist and/or direct aeStae
peace group contact Derek A. Jamas. IBM
Grand Boulevard. North Vancouver. B.C..
Canada. Tel.: 987-2693.
U.S.A. VERMONT/NEW HAMPSHIRE. Dis
cussion group meets weekly. Contact Ed Strauss at
RFD 2. Woodstock, Vermont 05091. USA.
SWEDEN.
Stockholm Anarchist Federation
Contact Nadir, Box 19104, Stockholm 19. Sweden.
CANADA: Winnipeg. Anybody interested
Direct action/anarchy contact G. J. Nask. 600
Math exon Avenue, Winnipeg. 17. Manitoba.
BELGIUM: LIEGE. Provos, c /o Jacques Chartist.
11 Avenue de la Laiterie. Sclessini-Liega. Belgium
EAST AFRICA. George Matthews would like to
make contact. Secondary school teacher from]
UK. PO Box 90, Kakamega. Kenya
USA: NORTH-EASTERN MINNESOTA. Comas*
James W Cain, 323 Fourth Street. Q oqstfli
Minn 55720, USA

Regional
Secretary:
Alistair
Rattray.
35a
Devonshire Road, Chorley.
NORTH WEST ANARCHIST FEDERATION.
BUXTON ANARCHIST GROUP.
Secretary:
F. A. Gresty, Punchbowl, Manchester Road,
Buxton.
CHORLEY ANARCHIST GROUP. Secretary:
Anne Marie Fear on, 16 Devonshire Road,
Charley.
LIVERPOOL
ANARCHIST
PROPAGANDA
GROUP. Gerry Bree, 16 Faulkner Square, Liver
pool, 8. Meetings weekly. ‘Freedom’ Sales—
Pier Head, Saturdays, Sundays, Evenings.
MANCHESTER ANARCHIST GROUP. Secre
tary: Dave Poulson, Flat 9, 619 Wilbraham Road.
Chorlton-cum-Hardy, Manchester, 21.

EA S T LONDON FED ER A TIO N
WRST HAM ANARCHISTS. Contact Stephen
Higgs. 8 Westbury Road. Forest Gate. E.7.
LIBERTARIAN TEACHERS* ASSOCIATION.
Meetings—discussions—activities. Contact Peter
Ford, 82 North Road, Highgate, N.6. (Tel.:
MOU 5702.)

P R O P O S ED GROUPS
LEE,

LONDON,

S.E.12.

Anarchist-Radical

ABROAD

OUT OF Tin s WOM.O

‘ Rulers of US Found Guilty of War Grimes’

Washout
1940, 1,600 acres of rich Lancashire
IN farmland
were politely confiscated by
the wartime government, given a fresh
coat of concrete, and handed over to the
US Air Force. Thus. Burtonwood Air
Base was bom. and neighbouring War
rington found that, to the ever-present
stench of soap and chemicals, was added
the stink of cheap perfume as prostitutes
‘ converged on the town like a flock of
homing pigeons, from as far away as
Newcastle and Middlesbrough, attracted
by the Jure of lonely, but well-paid
After the war was over, the number
of personnel dwindled very gradually
down to zero and, in 1958, Mr. Fred Lee.
an up-and-coming right-wing MP from
Newton, began a popular, vote-catching
campaign to get Burtonwood re-opened
as a civilian airport. Nor was he
deterred by the information volunteered
bv Mr. C. Orr-Ewing (then the Parliar:jnentary Secretary to the Air Ministry),
to the effect that \ . . the main runway
is liable to subsidence from 1960 onwards
fas a result of coal-mining at Bold
ggolliery*. In fact, not until he found
himself in the lofty position of Minister
of Power did he find it convenient to
pforget about Burtonwood. but as he
.discreetly dropped the issue, it was neatly
caught by another up-and-coming right|rin g MP — one Robert Howarth of
Bolton East — who again asked, on
fu ly 2, 1965, why it was not possible to
I’e-open the airport. He was informed by
R oy Jenkins, Minister of Aviation, that
th e reason was that ‘there are particularly
valuable reserves of coal underlying the
airfield, though it is not likely the Coal
EpjjtriTs workings will seriously affect the
pse of the runway until 19$8.: Any
terference with the Board’s programme
Jrtzld be physically difficult and
Rtrcmely costly/
’However*. subsequent to this remark,
fe Gaulle gave the Americans in France
gir marching orders, and with the old
qomitable spirit, and true British
nerosity, the physical difficulties were
jgercom e, the ‘extremely costly’ expense
met, and the Americans BBS
gloomed back to Burtonwood with open
im s. (Pack your bags, girls, and let's
ppe .they didn’t catch anything nasty in
fince!)
f In an attempt to show the USAF that
Slot everybody was glad to see them back.
jNW YCND organized a inarch of protest

to the base from Warrington on Saturday,
April 22, and at 12.30 p.m. it set off on
the four-mile round trip. Although the
*NW Federation of Anarchists mustered
about 90 people, the other supposedly
supporting organizations (CND — Cam
paign Nearly Defunct??—YCL. the CP.
SLL, Young Liberals, etc., etc.) could
not manage to whistle up this number
between them, and it was only about 175
people who trudged through the deserted
back streets of Warrington in persistent
ram which was to last all day. and
cause the proposed meeting, arranged for
that evening, to be cancelled. The number
of demonstrators had increased frac
tionally by the time the base was reached,
thanks* to the late arrival of small
anarchist contingents from Manchester
and Lancaster.
On arrival at Burtonwood (nothing in
sight but a dozen happy looking bobbies).
Geoff Nettleton was escorted to the base
commander where he delivered a letter
asking that gentleman to go home, and
petitions requesting that the bombing of
Vietnam be stopped. (No harm in
asking!)
Meanwhile, it was suggested that, while
waiting, some kind of dialogue be
attempted between the various organiza
tions represented on the march, and a
certain gentleman from Liverpool
responded by burning the petrol off a
couple of flags and casting rather doubt
ful aspersions on the legitimacy of all
people bom in America. He then yelped
continuously through a speech made by
an ex-service man (and proud of it f)
from Accrington CND, and must surely
have confirmed the general opinion' that
anarchists are loud-mouthed louts with
out a constructive idea or iota of selfdiscipline or respect for other people
among them.
After a short stay, the march, wet.
disillusioned and thoroughly fed up,
made its way back to W’arrington, break
ing formation at the first pub en route.
Such contact as was made with the locals,
then and during subsequent leafletting of
the town, indicated that Warringtonians
yy&e very glad indeed to have the
Americans there, and would much prefer
to be a primary target themselves than
merely .p art o f the fall-out zone of
Manchester or Liverpool.
It looks like this time the USAF is
here to stay.
D av e P odlson .

LIBERATION LO T
AM rather, worried about the article .and ^ . ^ y fibat ‘from file consciously
*114? on the
Embassy fcase, revolutionary fringe groups o f the far
'
I obviously can’t give all my anarchist left have come the cool-headed
^reasons, because some o f them would and brilliant organisational minds which
endanger people* who are. still out of the Gandhian non-violent movement
danger and further endanger people who ladced’> and to suggest that the authorip a re already in danger, but I shall give a ties take the demonstration as seriously
as T 1 4 | ^ ^ and held ‘a very big-wig,
[e o u p le r very - f q p £ c^^^reoce’ between the
1, _
of
attitudes in the Old Committee of 10CL epurt. appearance on April 2& and the
the distinction
‘t h e ^ ^ sedtioas; M a i ^ ''rd f I B I ^ ^ o n AjHil .3Qy^2dI this
'J ^ lo r ic into
of the movement’, the Maxham case, the . is. going
.joroxcu^^e fantasy, the kind of thing
present legal position, the f u a ^
file reaction Of the pi^KS—tihe^e^en? £11 whidh crippled the anarchist movement
quite unnecessarily wrong.
I agree that there's still life in the
pjp^ts infallibility, b u t there’s /n q need to
the iiberarion leffi
ignore easily verifiable facts. T o take libertarian.
just one, example* :it isn’t
that ‘the of the Guardian's brilliant misprint—and
th a t the Greek Embassy demonstration
press suddenly shut up jfflke claaK’.
in all suefo cases, induding the B r i t t o n . was encouraging evidence for this, but I
(hat the demonstrators aren't
church case. when e b a ig ^ bad'beeri. dp
brought an d die denion£tetqr§^?had £ s:^ < a ted ab but it a U ^ ' f f i ^ ^ ^ i s ^ t o
*a, ^eydiuti[on
appeared in court, the papers didirt .sa^f jfe,? L6&much Qeaapse they
o f >cojnr • ready is ^ ly fia f.c o u rse really js,_ what
Jaw..
.o u re ^ g ..
tempt o f court charges. But I still sijv
comments in
le
.
nor revo
man, th e JJaSy
- and - iffie, monstration was neither
lutionary; South Africa, Rhodesia, Japan,
I
Incidentally, non-violent ~dfrespt action and ^ ^ a a r h arc all Outside America;
cOdl-headed and brilliant
0 n o t a h q v 'departere fhdre
e i t ^ i'^nfeoutee o f 10Q people o r -J&^nusadonal minds in the consciously
anarchKts.;,10be- Committee 'o f *100. got revolutionary fringe groups o f th e far
into the Russian E & h a s^ back in 1961, anarchist left; the authorities can smash
and the anarchists
the Cuban m y r^u ever they yrUnfe I doubt whether
Embassy ^ddm ^as^tion will
Embassy in 19^-'^peppie haye o£tep gcfc the
in to the- American Embassy.
dnjtgf. ^ • ^ i m p p r t a n t as either Wethersfield or
ference this time was the number who the - S p j t e f t d say nothing of
g ot in and file behaviour b f th e p o ^ ^ g ^ September 17, 1961, in Trafalgar Square,
ja§d it yrSL be comparable yrith M arham ,
scribe the Greek Embassy demonstration only # the rest of the movement manages
fa conscious i^dfetfibnary action
the comrades 'who got caught
undertaken with great daring and superb I think that the Greek Embassy demon
, planning’ and file demonstrators as ‘a stration, like fibte Brighton church demonhave suddenly stration, shows just, hbur
^.und
begun to take th e m s e ^ v ^ ^ ^
isolated
^ ^ e;« M -Nrbuster 2X3J ;or
revolutionary force’, to ra il the members 4Q
^afi,-. illegal diemb^^afikm
lk<qf• th e Direct -Action Committee and the now; -we^arc. counting in dorens ^ and
100 *&erwOst
- 5^e.
ui himdreds
| a n d courageous and. steel-hearted group and thousands. Face facts, Cl-J4£|^
I o f ^ £ r7 io T e iL 'n » ^ d rs outside America’ E H M H j l I\ Y H H j H H i H S R H

I (J by

SUPPORT PR/S0HERS IK BRIXT0N
M A R C H A S S EM B LES ST06KW ELL STATION
1 pm SUNDAY M AY i t :.-

I relan d . Den m a r k and Br ita in formally
applied to join the Common Market.
Britain's application was signed before a
Parliamentary majority of 426 made it
official. Seven Parliamentary Private
Secretaries to Ministers were dismissed
from office by the Prime Minister for
their abstention from voting in the Com
mons on the Market issue. Mrs. Joyce
Butler, who would have abstained but
was away with a cold, volunteered her
resignation. . . .

MRS. PEGGY d u f f (late of CND) resigned
from the Labour Party on its failure
to condemn the bombing in North Viet
nam and its failure to condemn the new
fascist government in Greece. Mr.
Stephen Spender and Professor Frank
Kcrmode belatedly resigned their editor
ship of Encounter when they found it
was partly financed by the US Central
Intelligence Agency for ten years. Dr.
Alex Comfort commented that the unsubsldxsed utterances of Encounter were
no better. In the words of Humbert
Wolfe. ‘You cannot hope to bribe or
twist—thank God—the English journa
list / but seeing what hell unbribed do /
There's really no occasion to.’ . . .

capitalism m general which does not
appear in the Latin*. The Journal re
ferred to the text as ‘warmed-over
Marxism’. For example the passage a
type of capitalism has been a source of
excessive suffering* but that industrializa
tion should not be blamed for ‘evils that
belong to the woeful system* accompany
ing it. The literal Latin, it is claimed,
translates more closely as ‘some kinds
of capitalism* were seen as the origin of
‘so many hardships* but that industrial
advance should not be ‘blamed on the
disastrous opinions about economy that
arose concurrently. . . .

T he tore visited the Basilica of Our
Lady of Fatima in Portugal where three
shepherd children declared they had seen
fiic Virgin Mary on several successive
thirteenth days of the month in 1917.
The Pope made his usual statements
about ‘peace*, and said the Vatican
council had revitalized the Church's
heart but *what terrible damage could
be provoked by arbitrary and unautho
rized interpretations, intent on stripping
the norms of faith of that which modem
thought does not understand and docs
not like*. The cult of Our Lady of
Fatima has previously been dedicated to
T he f o r t h c o m in g d e m is e , owing to in the conversion of Russia from atheism.
sufficient subsidies from advertisers, of In Naples congealed blood of the patron
the Sunday Citizen was announced. The saint, S t Januarius, kept in the Basilica
News of the World’s Michael Brennan of Sant Chiara failed to liquefy, as is its
(ex-Sunday Citizen) wrote: ‘It was a usual practice on the first Saturday in
cocky, fighting paper. Poor in pocket, May (it also docs this on September
rich in heart. It took bumbledom by 19). It failed to do this in 1527 and
the throat and shook it. It jumped on the city was ravaged by the plague.
the arrogant, shouted for the equality It failed in 1835 and cholera followed
of man. . . . The Citizen’s board said and in 1941 and Allied planes bombed
last night: "Progressive causes will be Naples. Fortunately for all concerned it
weaker in the future”. That is why the liquefied a day later. Priests said that
News o f the World, the highest-selling the event took place on Sunday night.
newspaper, daily or Sunday, in the T h e miracle had often,* says the
world, mourns the passing of the Sunday Guardian. ‘occurred on a Sunday in
Citizen. Its voice, though small, was earlier times and there was no signifi
impressive.' Meanwhile Jayne Mansfield cance in the apparent delay/ . . .
bares her soul in the News o f the World
and this week's headlines include 'His A c c o r d in g t o a gossip columnist. Presi
Wife-Swapping Parties Arc Over’: ‘The dent Johnson at the time of the bomb
Wild Playboy's Last F l i n g ‘What Went ing of Haiphong told Luci. bis daughter,
on in School Gymnasium* and ‘You're a who had recently become a Catholic.
‘You may not wake up tomorrow’ and
G irl: Shock for Aubrey*. . . .
*Your Daddy may go down in history
THE w a l l s t r e e t jou rn al complained as having started World W ar HI*. Luci
that fixe English version of Pope Paxil’s suggested, says the columnist, that he
recent encyclical shows *a hostility to might find comfort by praying at St.

—Morning Star
DomiinieX a chuEtch nearby. As they
knelt in prayer. tbev were k>ined 1b*y a
few *1tittle mooXs* the Presktent race ants.
Wheti the Haiipbcmg raids did not lead
to Worid War It! Luc;i td d Mr Johnson,
*1 knew tn y fcttte monks would come
through.’
THANr , i Joitcdl N a tio t is Secretary*
General* said, ‘If th e prese nt trend cotxtinucs I a m a f r a i d that si direct conWashington and
frontatxOin b etween
Peking h5. mevitabl:e*. and added that he
feared tlxat h ve a rc in ffie initial stages
of Worhi W iw Th r c c \ li) an interview
with an Amtrican icitfoftlist. Chou Enlai. Chinicse !foretgn *ecrc tixrv* said that
China wroUld intei rvene if America tir
A r e tu rn ing American
vaded Haipbc
soldier l? ro u | tht faubonic plague to the
United State* fro •m Viefcnam. Robert
Welsh oJf the John Birch S octety accused
the Jobnson adzru n is tra tk m of gM ng
‘massive a id and icomfort* to America’s
enemies and! hampering US military
leaders. , . .
U

a m ba ssad o r to the United
States has tendered his resignation be
cause he believes that Italy should sup
port the US in Vietnam. The civilian
development programme in Vietnam
(also known as ‘pacification* and ‘revolu
tionary development*) has been placed
under General William C. Westmoreland,
in the interests of ‘unified management*.
Grave concern has been expressed by
civilian field advisers, according to the
Los Angeles Times. According to the
New York Htfrdld Tribune International
French sources say that NATO agree
ments on oxtraditkm do not apply in the
case of a US Army deserter arrested for
vagrancy in Paris since he was not sta
tioned or on duty in France. He was
absent from his unit in Mannheim*
Germany, since he did not wish to fight
in Vietnam. . . .

T h e Ita lia n

as Birmingham and certain other urban
areas in Britain. Schools in these areas
Continued from page 1 are often housed in totally inadequate
‘average* boy to. Rosemary Wittman.
buildings and poorly supplied with books.
T h e top forms? They're all snobs, Some of them contain a high proportion
never talk to nobody/ said a ‘bottom* of immigrants from either the West
boy. .
Indies or India and Pakistan—the latter
A sixth-former: ‘Wandsworth is really usually unable to speak English.
a highly stratified meritocracy. But I
In the USA. which o f course has
like it that way. I think it’s the best comprehensive education, the urban poor
system going.”
—black and white—could probably tell
In the public schools where the prefect Mr. Grosland something about ‘equality
system originated there is an element of of opportunity*.
play-acting: those who are not prefects—
As the comprehensives gradually
and won’t be—know that the boys who replace other forms of state secondary
tyrannise o r patronise them will be their education inequalities will remain. Short
social equals after schooL
of transferring millions of children to
But .Wandsworth, where the prefects schools outside the areas where their
are drawn from the sixth form, is in a social class predominates, nothing can
real sense a preparation for life: the boys stop inequalities between schools.
in the bottom stream will stay at the
And, as the Wandsworth example
bottom.
demonstrates, even an ‘outstanding* com
Perhaps the most revealing quotation prehensive cannot eliminate inequality—
in the article is from a 15-year-old in the as it cannot eliminate social tension—
sdhqol workshop:
inside a school.
in exams' they ask
Under the ‘equality of opportunity*
ybfi what you want to do. If not, yofi
slogan the government can succeed in
haye only three choices instead of ten.
increasing the number of well-qualified
"You end up doing things you don’t need
school leavers—it could increase them
much intelligence for. Like I'm doing
still further by improving teaching in
caipentry.9
working-class schools — but it cannot
The ■
‘equality of opportunity’ slogan introduce social justice.
begins to sound a trifle hollow.
A socially just system would be one
Remember that Wandsworth is one of where the needs of children dictated the
London’^ star comprehensives. In its form of education, where the potentiali
attempts to Create the ideal social balance ties o f each child were allowed to
the school imports working-class pupils develop. This is not possible so long as
from Fulham and Battersea.
class society exists with its demand for
In Stepney Green comprehensive
schooL =ffopened by Harold Wilson in
B B B B B B M j f e ETTER
1964 — where I taught for one term in
196|*2 there sucq few middle-class boys.
The buldings are spacious and well-lit, the
lifts work, there is a good supply o f
.textfoibks and there' are all kinds of
facilities such as. a tailoring shop. But I
would bet that fixe teaching qualifications Comrade Editor,
W hat has SS-stylc organised shouting,
o f the staff compare unfavourably with
Wandsworth. Certainly the turnover of down of a speaker a t a public meeting
staff is high as Jn many East London to do with the aims of anarchism? Why
should anarchists’ claim for a speaker
schools.*:.
I f you want; an illustration of the a t the CND rally be any more important
in e q u a liti^ m London education ring up than Pacifists, Communists or Christians?
Where are the disorganised anarchists
the various, giyisional Offices o f Educa
tion and stek for a jbb as a supply teacher. going, apart from up a political cul-deJn North, j j buth and West London you sac?
p i l l probably be told that there is a wait
The public antics of self-styled anar
ing list; in East London that you can chists will not gain popular sympathy
start as soon as you've had your chest let alone support fo r the ideas of
g ra y e d . ' . •
anarchism. O r is anarchism to be a
is/obviotis teachers are middle-class crank, lunatic-fringe phenomenon acting
and lip s in middle-class areas. Naturally in a vacuum with neitlxer aim nor intent?
they prefer to teach near their homes:
Oh fo r a latter day Bakunin, .Goldman
the best qualified d o ;; ~;
or Malatesta!
East London is not so short o f teachers London* SJSA
B. J. C lifton.

EQUALITY OF OPPORTUNITY

O h ! fo r a
L a tte r D a y Bakunin

b o ok seller
reported that the
Countess of Dartmouth's condemnation
of James Joyce's Ulysses as ‘horrible’
had boosted the sale of the book to 1,000
copies per day. In 45 years it has sold
148,000 copies.

T he

J o n Q u ix o t e .

well-trained leaders, experts, planners,
managers—and a vast mass of people
taught to do a job and to accept direction
from above.
But it is possible that the new com
prehensives will come to arouse feelings
of revolt among the ‘less able* majority
of children who occupy them. Revolt
against the subjection of their interests
to the needs of the existing economic
system.
If young people are constantly told that
they are being given equality—and if
they see that they do not have it—they
may begin to demand it.
W ynford H ic k s .

MORE P LE A S E !
WEEK 19? MAY 13,1967:
Income: Sales and Subs.:
Expenses: 19 weeks at £90:

£1289
£1710

DEFICIT:

£421

London, NJLO: P.B. 8/-; Edinburgh: D.P.
14/-; London, S.W.15: H.S. 10/-; London,
S.W.4: 10/-; Leeds: D.S. 1/3; Knockholt:
M. R. 11/-: London, N .W .ll: A.U. 2/-;
London, S .W J: D.R. 4/-; London, W.14:
N. C. 10/-; Lewisham: P.D. 1/6; Chel
tenham: L.G.W.* M)/-; Wolverhampton:
JJC.W.* 2/-; JJL.# 3h i London, W 3 : B.R.
5d.; Melbourne: M.S. 4/-; Alberta: H.B.
15/7; Harlow: K.N. 10/-: Duluth, M inn.:
J.C. 12/9; Long Beach: S.B. £1/1/1;
Sheffield: C R . 10/-; Bonlden J.S. 7/-;
Lyon: PJZ. 10/-.
TOTAL:
£8 17 6
Previously Acknowledged:
£442 10 8
1967 Total To Date:

£451

8

2

•Denotes Regular Contributor.

S ubscription Rates
FREEDOM only (per year)
£1 10s. ($4.50) surface mail
£2 16s. ($8.00) airmail
ANARCHY only
(per year)
£1 6s. ($3.50) surface mail
£2 7s. ($7.00) aarroa't
COMBINED SUBSCRIPTION
FREEDOM A ANARCHY (per year)
£2 10s. ($7.50) surface mail both
£4 15s. ($12.50) airmail both
FREEDOM (airmail) &
ANARCHY (searoafl)
£3 17s. ($10.50) (per year)
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Union Expels
Militnnts
rPHIS week the Executive of the
Amalgamated Society of Wood
workers carried out its threat to
discipline members if they continued
to picket the Myton building site on
the Barbican. The Executive have
expelled both Lou Lewis, the
Federation steward and Rolph Langden, a shop steward.
These two carpenters were called
before the five-mail full-time Execu
tive on May 3 for their ‘trial’. Mr.
Smith, the General' Secretary of the

C o n t a c t C o lu m n
This column exists for mutual aid.
Donations towards cost of typesetting
will be welcome.

ASW. personally charged them, in
that by continuing to picket, they
were acting against the interests of
the union. The two men did not
deny picketing, but said that they
were upholding and defending the
principles of the union by their
actions. About 30 carpenters were
willing to act as witnesses to this
effect, but the Executive said that
they only had room for 12 of these.
However, when the two men admit
ted to picketing, the Executive said
it would be ‘irrelevant to call
witnesses’.
While this ‘trial’ was taking place,
about 200 building workers demon
strated outside. If the police had
kept strictly to the letter of the law,
many men would have been arrested
and the local magistrates’ court
would have been packed next morn
ing with cases of libel, insulting
behaviour and abusive language.
However, the ASW’s purge of
militants does not end here. In
F reedom (29.4.67), I wrote that
the union had severely repri
manded Jack Rusca, the London
District Secretary; "for paying out
hardship grants at Christmas to
members involved in the Myton and
Sunley disputes. While both of the$e
disputes, were supported at district
level* the Executive only gave official
support for a few weeks at Sunley’s,
but never on Myton’s. The Execu
tive, under Rule 24, Clause 11, of the
Union’s constitution, decided to sack
Jack Rusca' from his elected posi
tion. Clause I I, which gives them
this*- power, reads The executive
council •shall have power to
terminate forthwith the employment
of a district full time official, as an
employee of the Society, if, in the
opinion of the EC, the official has
displayed incompetence or miscon
duct harmful to the interests of the
'§£p^*:y:'
SACKED

any form of ‘democracy’. It is laid
down in the rules of the ASW that
a London delegate meeting can be
convened if, within one month, 28
branches send in resolutions request
ing one. However, I have no doubts
that if this rule is used, the Execu
tive w ill find some way of avoiding
the calling of such a meeting.
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COURT OF INQUIRY
Attacks can also be expected from
another direction very soon. Mr.
Gunter has now named the members
of the Court of Inquiry into the two
disputes. Lord Cameron heads the
inquiry, with Mr. Lowry of the
Engineering Employers’ Federation
and Mr. McGarvey of the Boiler
makers’ Union. Will this inquiry be
a means of attacking militants? I
am certain it will, but at the same
time it still has to reckon\with the
fact that two unions, the Amalgama
ted Union of Building Trades
Workers and the Transport and
General Workers’ Union, are both
giving official support to the Sunley
dispute.
There is sure to be some mention
of the Joint Sites Committee, for
both Sunley’s and Myton’s are
certain to blame it for the disputes.
The ASW Executive .will certainly
do their utmost to discredit the Joint
Sites when they give their evidence.
This union, of which I am a mem
ber, will do everything in its power
to , smash the Joirjt Sites and the
union members who'support it.

Northern Letter

STRIKE TO OPEN PAY TALKS
HUNDRED maintenance
NEARLY
fitters and toolroom workers at the
a

Bradbury Steelworks of James Mills Ltd.,
came out on strike last Friday in protest
against the management’s refusal to open
negotiations over a £3 pay rise for all
AEU members at the firm. When I
spoke to one of the AEU stewards he
said, that in spite of the fact, that the
management could and did call meetings
with the men at a quarter of an hour’s
notice, the stewards had been trying,
without success, to; get a meeting on this
issue since before the freeze.
So at a dinner time meeting on Friday
it was decided, on the basis, of a 46-23
vote, to come out on strike. Later in
the afternoon, maintenance fitters at the
Ashton Road Branch who had voted to
stay in at their own meeting, were
informed of the ‘top shop’ vote and came
out in support. There is a great deal of
sympathy for the maintenance men
amongst the process workers, and if the
strike continues it is to be hoped that
this sympathy will be enlisted, rather
than just waiting for us to be laid off.
However the other maintenance sections,
electricians and carpenters, show no signs
of wanting to support the strikers, though
in the event of talks being started they’ll
immediately bang in their own pay
claims. Yet, sectional selfishness has
never served workers’ interests, we can
only win whilst we are united.

them to go back to work. He said he
would visit the factory the next day.
One of the women said, “We told the
manageress to do something. She phoned
Mr. Beale, the owner, but he told her
that we should either cany on working
or go home if we didn’t like it, so we "
walked out.’
The owner has now promised to see ‘
that the heating' is improved and the 1
question of lighting is also being looked 1
into. It just shows you what a bit of i
direct action can do.

Unfurnished Accommodation Wanted.
Responsible gentleman, thirties,
exemplary tenant, requires spacious
STILL OUT AT ROBERTS ARUNDEL 3
self-contained flat/house, minimum
three bedrooms, central London,
nnHE ROBERTS ARUNDEL strike!
quiet surroundings. Maximum seven
I now in its 23rd week, was in the new3
guineas inclusive; No premium.
this week when Mark Carlisle, Tory MPj
Could decorate. Reciprocal refer
for Runcorn, on the instigation of Clivef
ences. Box 52.
Howson, the prospective Tory candidate!
Former Junkie. Wants job ahd accom
for Stockport South, called for an
modation in' London. Box 54.
inquiry to be set up into the dispute. Hj3
Meeting: Free Hugo Blanco* -Protest
also asked the Home Secretary if ho!
Against Peruvian Repression. Friday,
would call for a report from the Chtej
. ASW members have a tremendous
May 26. Caxton Hall, London,
Constable on how many of the people
job of work to do if we are to get
S.W.l. 8 p.m. Speakers: Bill Molloy,
involved in the serious disturbance oufl
our sacked and expelled m ilitants
MP, Robin Blackburn, Paris Glubb.
side the Roberts Arundel .Factory
back. This situation has arisen
Chairman: Roger Protzi, British
February 22 did not live in the Stockpod
Committee for Solidarity with Vic
because of the struggle against the
area and had no direct connection wijS
tims of Repression in Peru.
attacks of the employers on site
the firm; and, in asking the Miqjsterj
Leaflet. Lewisham Group. Basic Anar
Labour if he would* set up a court !
union organisation. This is the
chist Leaflet now available.' 2/6 per
inquiry, Mr. Carlisle wanted to kno3
sam e, struggle, for not only do
100 (postage extra 2/6 per 100).
what were the causes of the dispute and|
employers fear good site organisa
Orders to Lewisham Group address.
who were the people involved.
tion, but also the union executives.
Work Wanted. Fairly intelligent and
Mr. Howson is quoted in the local
The-latter are blatantly doing the
responsible' anarchist (18) needs con
papers as saying, This is grand newa_
job th e=employers failed to do. DIRECT ACTION GETS RESULTS
genial Job.. Anywhere, anything
Following on the recent rebuke of M r l
This is no new thing and is yet
considered. Box 55.
OMEN WORKERS at the Stockport Ray Gunter to the Stockport AEU for]
another illustration of the gulf which
Needed. Literary (philosophical or
factory of M. Beale, shirt and -tiie bitter opposition to modem industrial \
practical) and financial contributions
exists between the rank and file and
pyjama manufacturers, staged a lightning training, these Parliamentary questions!
for ‘STONEBREAKER’S:: tfARD’. .
their executives.
on Tuesday because they could well blow the lid off this extreme^
Journal of the Anarchist Movement
Because of these Expulsions, even walk-out
claimed the factory was ‘like an icebox’. left wing organisation.
in Northeastern Minnesota. James
heavier demands will be made on the About 50 women left their sewing
‘In my view Roberts Arundel may not ’
W. Cain, editor, Stonebreaker’s
meagre dispute fynd. Donations machines at 11 a.m.,. marched through be a true industrial dispute at all. The :
Yard, P.O. Box 26, Duluth, Minneshould
be
sent
to:
M.
Houlihan,
94
the town and up to the office of the firm may well have been a pawn in the
. spta, Xlfigd-d
Chorley Meeting. To discuss' proposed ' W hen Jack Rusca appeared before Gayton House, Knapp Road, Bow, Factory Inspector. A deputation of five Socialist and Communist power-game
put their case to him. The Inspector under a trade-union cover.’
the-EC, the General Secretary, Mr. E .3 H
Vietnam demonstration. May
listened to their complaints and advised
P.T.
8 p.m., at .16 Devonshire Road, Smith, -told him that he ,'was disEver since Wilson made the ‘red’ ;
Chorley.
smear technique respectable again last
imss<^'.j .&k;ed for the reason, the
year, everyone’s getting in on the act.
Accommodation Wanted—London. Two Chaimi'an repli/e4?S^ob know all
secretaries. Peace-loving, thoughtful, about that W 'y o ji were up here
However there are even left-wingers who
require bright' flatlet; good jjgroking
have stooped to this level and to those
facilities essential. No petty xesttip- - recently’; • meaning the M yton and
people who have suggested that Mr.
tions. Wanted end o f/ifa y, With Sun]e^5issu^s^«: The sacked man .was'.,
Howson has shares in Roberts Arundel,
' easy ;access~to town.
' told to leave his o fife keypand car
I can only say shame on you for harbour
a t the unions headquarters. The*
£5"Ss. p.w.
ing such thoughts.
‘Resistance’: for Peace Action. Published whole business ;wa& over'in less than
Last week the firm’s American chair
by West Midland Committee of 100.
TULY. 3 sees the implementation of p a id ' workers have been ‘stitched up’, man, Mr. E. Pomeranz, had talks with
II' plus postage. Subscription S f Jim Hiles^ another member or tHe ” Part’l l of the Prices and Incomes railwaymen, clothing trade, agricultural Ray Gunter about the dispute and the
for six issues. From Birmingham
thought of these two getting together
Peace Action* Centre (formerly CND ASW, has also been expelled. . His p e t and all that it 'entails, an extension workers, with more in the pipeline.
makes me weep in sympathy with the
office), Factory Road, Birmingham, name appeared on a leaflet issued O f .the wage freeze for another 12
Draughtsmen have proved that direct Arundel’s lads. All I can say is, ‘God
by the Uiaison Committee- for the months.
19.
action pays. To quote the Financial help you’.
Anyone interested in reconstituting a
UnirinS and Ibis
Rumblings can be heard from sections Times, 10.5.67, ‘The formula agreed
Northern Worker.
group of people, T he Diggers', who wag. considered #>• b $ . against -the pf paganised workers as they visualise yesterday for ending the dispute will al
could be' called the first practising interests of the union. . When this their standard of living gradually on the most certainly be hailed by DATA
English Anarchists, please contact charge w^s first brought before the decrease. ..'At a meeting at Memorial leaders as victory for the unions on the
LETTER
P.D., c/o Lewisham Asaxcbist- Croup London ^n agem eut-< ^nu»it^J it- Hall'on May 1 it was agreed' by workers grounds that the lock-out has been called
address. '
off
before
the
strikers
return
to
work.’
present
that
a
One-Day'
Token
Stoppage
threa-:
Floor space/Accommodation — London. jveL$ry$tc£pdiw
Car delivery drivers have taken direct
should be palled, to gejebrate the imple
Wanted July -15-30, for participant Subsequently, one of the minority mentation of Part 2.
action in protest against the freezing of
voters.
Brother
(ac)-Boulter,;
in Dialectics of Liberation Congress.
The motion passed ‘on May 1 has a wage increase. They are refusing to
Write Cordon Causer, Childs Hall, appealed to the EC, who reversed captured the imagination of the-national bring imported cars back to the Birming Dear Comrades,
W ith all due respect to my fellow
the decision o f the Management prp$pand one or two periodicals. 'Whilst ham area on return trips. The employers
Upper Redlands'Road, Reading.
Accommodation Wagged.' Camden Town Committee.
Such an action will not ferment revolu have been contemplating paying the comrades who went on the March of
or Kentish Town area. Young
tion it will, if widely supported, give a increase because in their view the drivers Shame, many of us cannot see how the
couple, expecting first baby, urgently -gJkttacks of this nature were to be clear indication of how we feel about are getting away with law-breaking while jeering and shouting breakaway group
expected,
It
was
also
a
,
dead
the Labour . Goyemmeat’s industrial the companies are being penalised for which left the march opposite Downing
need 2-roomed flat. C/o L Thurston,
certain^/that the^ SW would be the policy. Abstention from the polls.ris ’a observing the law, I suggest the LGDA Street hoped to contribute to ending the
103a Camden' Road, London,- N.W. 1.
first
union
to
act
in
this
way
and
it
Accommodation Wanted—London. Ac
negative protest, like saying, Tf I don’t pays up; holding the baby too long war in Vietnam. Perhaps one of them
makes one’s arms tired, particularly if would like to explain?
commodation wanted in London area is likejy that a second union will do bat first, you can’t use my ball’.
for Finnish student for three weeks, the same. A ll members are appealing
Industrial action is the only. action you have held it before (13 weeks stop ’ Incidentally, and for the record, this
group and the distraction which they
end May—-mid-June. Can afford £3 a to the union’s Executive Committee Wilson and bis henchmen understand. page beginning of wage freeze).
Fairfield’s workers had to bring their caused, made the march around the queen ;
week, C/o Lewisham-Croup .address. of lay members, and support is also R ip long last the. Labour Party’s most
Accommodation Wanted.
Anarcho- forthcoming from members of other ardent supporters are getting a wee bit management or the Government, or both, wagon into a shambles and prevented a )
niggardly, enough we hope to support into line by direct action. The ‘M inistry number of us, whose main purpose was r
Syndicalist seeks flat in Hackney/
unions as well as those of the ASW.
the July token stoppage.
of Labour accepted Fairfield’s award of to prevent, Uon-violently of course, any
Islington area. Box 5jS. ,
‘Strikes are not outdated things, but - 6d . an hour as being consistent with the fascist attack on the float, from seeing’
. There ig;.a lo t o f support for these
Spain! Travelling-companion (eithersex)
foik-singer under 21 fattened, for militants and it is expected that not modem, necessary, wholesome. I realised Government’s prices’ and incomes; policy the attacker when he tried to wreck the .
wagon. If the march had kept in line ,
travel in Spain. Aug./Sept. Box $7. only the constitutional channels, this at git Agricultural Workers’ meeting (F reedom, 5,5.67).
USA — Seminar-, /practical Paths to such as sending in resolutions from last week. These skilled men of many
The groups of workers mentioned this incident could have been prevented.
One of the more constructive things-5
Peace*. Heathcote Centre. Rte. 1, branches, w ill be used to ensure that trades, doing the nation’s most important above are well organised, -others not so
Freeland, Maryland,
May
job, get the lowest pay. A^ti why?' fortunate’’sannot be.allow ed to go to ' 'was* the persistent activity of Gerry Brea <
la
ck
Rusca
gets
his
job
back
and
the
Simply because, being scattered anff iso the wall, this is what July
all about. who constantly boarded buses and ex-J
«26-28. Berber, Krimerman, Roseman etc, $12. Registration to others are reinstated. Other means lated, they can’t strike.’ (Hugh Delargy, . Resolutions and ballot abstentions^ will plained to passengers just what the march
Heathcote School of Living Centre w ill have to be used, for the Execu Sunday Citizen, 14.5.67.)
not beat the wage freeze, ‘Direct Action’ was about, so acting as a narrator to the .
March of Shame’s theatre.
tive Council have shown, by their
There is no need to be isolated, parti ygjl.
by May 15achoo, that they have no regard for cularly jjga July 3. Thousih&s of
I Bnx C hristopher.. ’ Birmingham
P eter Neville, -i
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All Out July 3!
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books?
We can supply
any book in p rin t
NEW BOOKS
Problems of Political Economy of
Socialism
(cd.) Oscar Lange 35/Lenin: a Biography
(ed.) P. N. Pospelov 17/€
The Life of Eric Gill
R. Speaight 63/R1 PRINTS AND CHEAP EDITIONS
Auguste Comte and the Making of
of Sociology
Ronald Fletcher $/The Somme: Death of a Generation
John Harris 5 /Black Reconstruction in America
W. E B Du Bois 76h
M

I

SECONDHAND
The Price of Peace, Frank H. Simonds
and Brooks Emen (1935) 5/-; Co
operative Living in Palestine, Henrik F.
Infield 12/6: What I Remember, Millicent
G arrett Fawcett 6/-: A Selection from
Writings of Llewellyn Powys, 7/6; Babel
in Spain, John Haycraft 5 /s Spanish
Mountain Life, Juliette De Bairadi Levy
7/6; The Theory and Practice of Social
ism, (1936 limp) John Strachey 3/-; Ad
vertisements for Myself. Norman Mailer
5/«| Journal of these Days, Albert Jay
Nock 6/S Letters to the Amazon. Remy
de Gourmont 4/6: The French Yellow
Book (Diplomatic Documents 1938-39)
3/-; Selected Stories, Albert Maltz 4/6:
The Nephew, James Purdy 5/-; Women,
Richard Curie 3/-; Poverty and Public
Health. G. C. M. M'Gonigle and J.
Kirby (1937) 3/6; Industrial Day Dreams,
Samuel E. Keeble 4'-; The First FortyNine Stories, Ernest Hemingway 6/-;
Stalin and Eternal Russia, Walter Kolarz

8/ 6.

Freedom Bookshop
(Open 2 pan.—5JO pan. daily;
16 man.—1 pan. Thursdays;
16
—S pan. Saturdays).

1 7 a M A XW ELL ROAD
FULHAM SW6 Te l: REN 3736

FREEDOM PRESS
PUBLICATIONS
^FLECTIONS FROM FR E E D O M ’
Vo! 2 1952: Postscript to Posterity'
Vol 3 1953: Colonialism on Trial
Vol 4 1954: Living on a Volcano
Vol 5 1955: The Immoral MormJisu
Vol 6 1956: DU and Troubled Waters
Vol 7 1957: Year One—Sputnik Era
Vol S 195t: Socialism in a Wheelchaii
Vol 9 1959: Prim. Press A Public
4oA 10 I960: The Tragedy of Africa
Vol II 1961: Tbe People in the Street
Vol 12 1962: PiUungtcm v. Beeching
Vol 13 1963: Forces of Law and Order
Each volume: paper 7/6 d o th 16/6
The paper edition of the Selection* a
available to feeders of FREEDOM
at
post free.
VERNON RICHARDS
Malateita: His Life and ideas
d o th 21/-; paper 10/6.
L MALATB9TA
Anarchy Paper !/•
PROUDHON
What ia Property? d o th 41j*
ALEXANDER BKKKM AN
M C of Anarchism paper 1/6
HERBERT READ
Poetry A Anarchism paper 2/6
ALEX COMFORT
Delinquency M.

PAUL ELTEBACHEK
Inarcbiem (Seven Exponents uf the
Anarchist Philosophy) cloth 21 /•
RUDOLF ROCKER
Nationalism and Culture
. loth 21b
I'M ARLES MARTIN
Towaxdi a Free Society 2/6
JOHN HEWKTSON
Itl-Health, Poverty and the State
cloth 2/6 paper If*
VOUNE
Nineteen-Seven teen (The Russian
Revolution Betrayed) cloth 12/6
The Unknown Revolution
(Kronstadt 1921. Ukraine (916-21)
d o th 12/6
E. A. GUTKEND
The Expanding Environment
(Illustrated) boards 6/6
GEORGE BARRETT
The First Person (Selections) 2/6

T AM BECOMING inevitably aware
■* over the years, like n man realising
the wasting of his own flesh with age.
that l stand witness to the most gargan
tuan decay whose scope can only be
realised through senses paranoically ex
tended. For America was the phoenix
and embodiment of many transcendental
ideas, its empty wasting acres the house
of so many concepts that goaded the
whole of Western society through the
Nineteenth and Twentieth Centuries—
the place where former cultures need not
be annihilated by a Picasso or a Schoen
berg but where the emptiness, both cul
tural and geographical, seemed the actual
opportunity wherein the sacred bulls of
freedom, equality, individuality, could
be let loose and given their stompingcum-testing ground. It was the land of
the projectile impulse. Whitman's verse
joining the wild roars of Mike Fink (the
loneliness of those animal chants echoed
magically down the dark Ohio and into
the woods answered only by mocking
indifference of birdcall) and goading for
ward a wagon train guided by a pistolhung professional murderer to where the
white whale sunk on the horizon of the
desolately actual western sea whose sup
posedly golden waters did nothing more
than slap greyly and ironically around
the rocks of Alcatraz. The land of the
arrow shot out of sight, land of no
echo, land whose agraphobious fenceless
ness could only be met by an elephantitis
of the human character that was doomed
to deflation by its very nature (a defla
tion as manic as its preceding inflation—
psychotic self-hatred of Nathaniel West,
Lcnnie Bruce, William Burroughs . . .).
And where, just where, did the Pony
Express rider lose his nerve, the tommygun bootlegger weep his tears of remorse,
the rodeo champion start to grab leather
with an infantile whimper (that whine at
FRIEND of Stuart Christie managed
to see him for half-an-hour last
Saturday (18.6.66) in the Carabanchel
Jail in Madrid. A report will appear
in F r e e d o m on his return.

Buffalo
Defunct
the end of Charlie Parker’s every hope
lessly flung phrase that shrugs off his
own unsurpassed brilliance as insuffi
cient)? On what precise private beach
did Henry James' blunt provincials turn
into Scott Fitzgerald’s impotent play
boys? Where did the elephantine poseur
find himself out so that defunct Buffalo
Bill’s only memorial is in the burlesque
silhouettes of Goldwater and LBJ (Wild
Bill Hickock become an old junky play
ing with his pistol in his New Orleans
backyard)?
Knowing with gradual certainty just
what is happening with the hostile
negroes, the disorientated intellectuals,
the escalating statistics of murder, drugaddiction, alcoholism, delinquency, the
Instant Freud, the Do-It-Yourself- Reich,
the dilettante sado - masochism, the
pseudo-churches, mock-mysticism, face
less hedonism, the foreign policy of an
epileptic millionaire. And I might have
known sooner for these things were re
gistered first where they are always
registered first, among - those with the

greatest courage—artists whose growing
obsession with fragmentation, whose in
creasingly repeated admission that their
only access to action and energy was
submission to the fortuitous (let the
wilderness o'ergrow you) constituted an
unopposed abdication of the human
identity. Not that Pollock, De Koon
ing, Rauschenberg, Johns, Parker, Mailer,
Ginsberg, Burroughs, Kerouac, Snyder,
Whalen, Olson, Duncan, Creeley, Dine,
Oldenberg, Lichtenstein, etc., are mere
symptoms (that facile ‘symptom rather
than protest’ jibe of square critics), rather
precipitators generating with broken
hearted frenzy the spreading ambience
of disintegration as they hurl themselves
to the pojnt of suicide (James Dean,
Jackson Pollock road crashes, the one
way dropper) into that vacuous prairie
where their identities should have been;
the aesthetic of edgelessness which, having
no confines, has therefore no definable or
recognisable being; suicidal men conduct
ing their own psychotic ritual at the point
of discovering their own ontological bank
ruptcy. And they, ten years ago now
or even twenty, giving evidence that, since
this was the best America (or anyone
else in the Western world or in the whole
world for all we know) had to offer, the
various games of blind-man’s-buff around
Cuba, the Kennedy, Oswald, Malcolm X
shootings (how long before the next?),
the all-American psycopath floundering
about in Korea, Vietnam, Alabama, writ
ing home to Mom with all the slop of
Ginsberg (behind his towering talent and
open, loving heart an underbelly softer
than Patience Strong’s cunt) and the
peace marchers seeming to march with
all-too-great-an-air of necrophiliac nar
cissism, were an inevitability.
Inevitable too that such an avantgarde, echoing as it did the death-wish
ing moon-mist of the Fin-De-Siecle

jA

PICKET IN PICCADILLY
The Campaign Against Nuclear Tests
held a vigil and picket last Saturday out
side the French Government's Informa
tion and Tourist Office in Piccadilly to
protest against the forthcoming French
nuclear tests in the South Pacific. Demon
strators carried placards with such slogans
as ‘Oppose the French Tests’, ‘Pacific
Islanders are in Danger’ and ‘Drop De
Gaulle not the Bomb’. Two thousand leaf
lets were distributed and several copies of
F r e e d o m and the new pamphlet ‘Liberty,
Equality, Radio-activity’ were sold.
People were most sympathetic, the
manager of the Tourist Office, however,
staged a counter-demonstration. His slo
gan w as: T h e British are testing nuclear
weapons a t Woomera’. There will be
another picket this coming Saturday
morning.

News from Elsewhere
Some literature was sold. The next
evening 5.000 leaflets printed on Fred II
(our duplicator), exposing America's role
in the war and calling for the with
drawal of foreign troops, were given
out round the city’s housing schemes.
The next night we followed up with
selling of Solidarity’s ‘Vietnam’ pamphlet
and from then till Friday sold almost
350 of them. A teach-in fell through
because LBJ, Harold and Ho couldn’t
come, but a vigil on Friday from 6-12
p.m. and Saturday from 9-12 a.m. was
worth while. Fierce arguments occurred
with religious fanatics raving about ‘balls
of fire’ and ‘I’ve known many virgins
who’ve had children’. (Rings as true
as some of LBJ’s claims.) Various people
who didn't care about dying but refused
when asked to walk in front of a bus,
and a group of drunks, fiery patriots
whose oaths, kicks and punches livened
up the proceedings to the great amuse
ment of two policemen.
That afternoon, in fine weather, a
march up the main street took place.
About 35 people took part from YCND,
YS and YCL as well as the Anarchists.
Our activities coincided with Vietnam’s
presence in the news again, and they
may have stirred some thought or com
municated a little of our ideas to what,
let’s face it, is a largely indifferent public.
FOR GOOD PAY—BLINDLY OBEY!
Dave Massey writes: On June 4 sup
porters of the Birmingham Anarchist
Group and the West Midlands Committee
of 100 visited the ‘Open Day’ of the
Warwickshire Regiment of the Royal
Artillery, to distribute copies of the
Hampstead Group leaflet. As well as

the Regular soldiers, there were Terri
torial Units and Cadet Corps, the latter
almost as quick as many of the others
in tossing the leaflet to the ground.
The ones whom we engaged in con
versation about the leaflet and its issues,
left us rather disheartened, because of
the absolute lack of thought about the
task they were doing. None had joined
the Army for the traditional reasons—
to fight for Queen and Country and to
contain the Communist menace, all gave
negative reasons—security and good pay,
and for this they would blindly obey any
order given, they would fight in Vietnam
and East of Suez if need be, no questions
asked.
Neither were they worried by the fact
that the ‘Open Day’ was being visited
by impressionable children who, watched
by their parents, clambered over the
armaments on display, thus bringing
them into contact with the ‘glamorous’
aspect of Army life. Perhaps the soldiers
are beyond help—it may be the children
who need to be told that the Forces
is not the answer. Why not a pamphlet
similar to the Schools Pamphlet, speci
fically directed at those schools who sup
port a Cadet Corps?
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Barltrop‘s, The Old Vicarage, Radwinter, near
Saffron Walden.
NOTTING HILL LIBERTARIANS. Meetings at
7 p.m. on the first Saturday of each month, at
the London Free School, 26 PowU Terrace.
London, W .U (off Talbot Road).
ORPINGTON ANARCHIST GROUP. Knock holt.
Nr. Scvenoaks, Kent. Every six weeks at Oreenways, Knockholl Phone: Knock holt 2316. Brian
and Maureen Kichatdaon Next meeting: Sunday,
July 3 at 3 p m.
OXFORD ANARCHIST GROUP. Contact H. G.
Meltor, Merlon College. Oxford.
PLYMOUTH ANARCHIST FEDERATION. Con
tact J HUI, 79 Underlane, Plymstock, Plymouth,
Devon
READING ANARCHIST GROUP.
Contact
Alan Rose, 116 Belmont Road, Reading. Berks.

LONDON TO PARIS WALK
The protest walk against the French
nuclear tests will start from St. Paul’s
Cathedral on Wednesday, June 29, at
10 a.m. Sue Abrahams is hoping that at
least six people will take part. For de
tails telephone her at ARC 1239.
TRIAL POSTPONED
We are informed that Michael Peristerakis* court-martial (F reedom, 18.6.66)
was postponed indefinitely as the prose
cution witnesses ‘failed to turn up’ at
his trial.
VIETNAM WEEK IN ABERDEEN
Our Scots correspondent writes: The
events of the week began on Sunday
morning (5,6,66) when we picketed
churches in the city. This does no good
at all. but it annoys the complacent, furcoated hypocrites who go to such places.

c/o Freedom Press, 17s Maxwell Road, London, S.W.6.
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to F«ler and Mtureen P ort, ICQ S io tim Road,
Ariaaey. Bads
lEXLEY ANARCHIST GROUP. CorrekpondaMM
to Paul Wildtab, 2 Cambrian Avenue, Bar or hu ret,
Km (
.
BIRMINGHAM ANARCHIST GROUP. Com*
pottdeacc: Martin B a n , 3 The Drive, Hunlon

Hill, Krdington, Birmingham, 23. Sales and
Committee of 100; Gordon Causer, 27 Upper
Gunaatc, Taro worth, Staffs Peace Action Centres
Project. Paul lames. 30 Windermere Road,
Haiulsworth. Dmnuiaiuun. 21,
University of
Aston Group Dave MaMty, 3 Gladstone Road,
bid u n ion, Humingliani, 23,
BRISTOL FEDERATION. Enquirien to Ian
Vine, 3 I'lu iim ) Place, Hot wells, Bristol, I.
C ARDIFF ANARCHIST CROUP. Contact Mika
Cun* ley, 16 Whitaker Road, Tretnprfa. Cardiff,
COVENTRY ANARCHIST t i l O t JP. Contact
Richard Vaughan. Is Sandhurst Grove, Bedford,
Coventry Coventry 21146
DUNDEE GROUP. Contact Boh »ud Une
Turnbull, cio poctors' Residence, itm catnro
Hm Ms I. h Brechin Annus
FULHAM ANARCHIST GROUP. Contact top
Bone, 11 Oagar RoadTfl W 6
GLASGOW ANARCHIST GROUP ONK. Corin p o ftM m to Robert Cyan. 2b Saracen Heed
tjifbtf fHuRnw C 1
C l AM,t)W a n arc MIS I CROUP TWO. Meets
t l Bauoi Scent every two weeks. Contact Jot
Lmbleton
HARLOW ANARCHIST GROUP. Uwtuiriw to
Keith Nathan. 12 Sfcawbitdae. Harlow or John
B nridi. 14 Centre Avenue, f pping
ILFORD LIBERTARIANS. Regular meeting*
and direct action contact 2D Vkarate Road,
leru m . I 10.
L U l T m i ANARCHISTS.
Curreepondencc.
Teter Gibbon, 22 foam Reed Central, W o t Rod,
leiCSMM
IJEWISH AM, LONDON. S.R.1J. 61b Granville
Perk Meetings 2nd and 4th TluiiMUyt
NEW HAM UBERTARIANS. Contact Nick
Shankar. IU Hampton Road. Portal Gate,
London, R7NORTH WEST ESSEX. Meetings on the (ini
Saturday of each month M 7.30 p ra at Robert

GAS AND CHEMICAL WARFARE
From Denise Pyle of the Peace Action
Centre, Frodsham: While Mark was liv
ing with us last year one of his jobs was
labouring in Runcorn, where he dis
covered a chemical plant, brand-new but
not producing anything, maintained and
regularly inspected, built by ICI in the
50’s at the cost of £3,000,000 for the
Ministry of Supply. He made enquiries
and was told by the men he worked

NORTH-W EST FEDERATION
NORIH WEST AN AROUSE FEDERATION.
Regional Secretary: J. Bromley, 44 Doncaster
Avenue, Manchester, 20. Buxton: Chris Bermford, 10 Byron Street, Buxton. Cborley; Alistair
Rattray, 35a Devonshire Road, Charley. Man
chester: Mike Mitchell, 3 Bakewell Road,
Droyteaden, Manchester. Meetings every Tues
day * p.m. Lord Nelson, Chapel Street. Salford.
Merseyside: Barbara Henshaw, 4 Clarence Road,
Devonshire Park, Birkenhead. Rochdale: Ian
Hey wood. 16 Mansfield Road. Bamford, Roch
dale Stoke-on-Trent: Boh Blakeman. 52 Weldon
Avenue, Weston Coyney, Stoka-on-Trent.

EAST LONDON FED ERATIO N
WALTHAM FOREST ANARCHISTS. Contact
I ionel Donnelly. 322a Hoc Street, Walthamstow,
KJ1 , Meetings every Thursday at above address.
WEST HAM ANARCHISTS. Contact Stephen
Higgs, 8 Weatbury Road, Forest Gate, E.7.

W EST LONDON FED ER A TIO N
WEST LONDON FEDERATION.
Monday.
June 2Q. 8 p.m. at the Anchor. Ealing Broadway.
Dixcuvsion 'Vote Labour’ with Frank Rowe
CSocialist Current’).

rather than the muscular innovations of
20th Century Paris, Vienna and Zurich,
would evolve into an avant-garde that
is not so much a rejection of art itself
(that has been done often before) but
an abdication from what it is to be
human. Shrugging off the heroic frenzy
of Pollock (a final frenzy if ever there
was one), converting the outrage and
anger of Burroughs (who anticipates his
critics by having previously recognised,
as Bruce does, the symptom in himself,
this recognition having precipitated the
very venom he inflicts—Hip own wound;
he cauterises) into sado-masochistic^
kitsch, they abdicate, more precisely^
from the very opportunity of freedomJ
of which they are the outcome, by re-.j
verting to being automata. Paint-brush!
to spray-gun, syntax to computer. huma||
being to a parroting peroxide robot!
flinging the impossibility of his owffj
feelings back at those banale enough tt
actually breathe, in elaborately package^
sterility (the painlessless of the flagella"
tion film, the sexlessness of promiscuity®
Not that I embrace psychiatry as readij
(and I hope not as catastrophically)*
Buffalo Bill did, but any psychiatrist wi
tell you that a man who thinks himsqj
a machine is a man who thinks faimsp
dead, and a man who warits to bef
machine is a man who wants to be dej
and if that man creates, to some degfi
the culture of his society and if it nrj
then be taken that he foreshadovviT
some degree, the future of that sociej
as was the case with American a.r|J
of the forties, then he is the open igjlfl
waiting, under a thin PVC coveringjfl
a nation already staggering on its ;jf§
legs. What also seems a fair conclui
is that anyone would be doing J j
Warhol a favour (like m echanising
baby) if they cut his lovely throatl
ear to ear.
J e f f N inrrll
with that it was a ‘hush-hush f |
designed to be fully operational^
a week of the outbreak of w ar,J
duce toxic gases and psycho-chi
I went to see our MP with a c<|
‘Conspiracy of Silence*, the
prepared by the Committee of lOOj
has three passages which suggej
Runcorn would be the ideal pH
rn v
such a plant. He promised to 16|j
the matter and his silence sincejsl
to me that being an honest many* II
not deny its existence.
I believe the manufacture
threatened use of these weapons]
discriminate destruction, which
aggressive purposes only, to be rtf
indefensible, and I believe the jk
should be told what their money)
paid for and what is being prepari
their name, so that at least theyl
never say, as the Germans did about]
concentrations camps, ‘We did not kn)|
I would like to publish leaflets asM]
local residents if they know and care, ®
I need your help drafting this leaf®!
suggesting constructive action and helpl
ing to distribute copies.
I do not know how seriously thd
authorities will treat this disclosure]
whether they will rely on public apathy)
or whether their reactions will be
strictive. I have thought about this)
seriously for six months and would be
grateful if someone would take this
responsibility from me. Otherwise I am
prepared to take the consequences of'
action on myself and the family (wehave three boys, aged 13, 11 and 7). 3

i

It is ironic that this factory should
exist five miles from the first PeadT
Action Centre in the country and it
would be a denial of everything I believe
in to let it go unchallenged. Can you;
write your suggestions for action to me:
please, and enclose them in an addressed!
envelope.

NORTHOLT ANARCHISTS.
Contact
Jun
Hutson, 173 Kmgshill Avenue, Northolt, Middle!
sex Meetings first and third Wednesday of the
month at Jeannie's. 6 Epsom Close, Nonholt
Park, Middlesex, at 7.30 p.m.
SOUTHALL ANARCHIST GROUP. Get ia
touch with Roger Sandcll, 58. Burns Avenue,!
Southall. Middlesex

PROPOSED GROUPS
HULL GROUP.
Get in touch with John'
Tempest, 89 Fountain Road, Beverley Roadfl
Hull.
MARLOW AND BUCKINGHAMSHIRE. Get
touch with Stella A. Fauser, 33a Spittal Street!
Marlow, Bucks.
SOUTH WARWICKSHIRE. Gel in touch witfl
Eric Harrison. 2 Cottage Ayleunorc Farg|
Shipston-on-Stour, Warwickshire.
TYNESIDE SYNDICALISTS. Meet every Thui
day at 8 p.m, in The Adelaide, Newgate StreeJ
Newcastle, 1.

ABROAD
AUSTRALIA. Sydney Anarchist Group. PubB
meetings every Sunday in the Domain at 2 p at
Group meetings every Monday at 8 p.m. in tM
Cellar, 72 Oxford St.. Sydney.
DANISH ANARCHIST FEDERATION.
5fl
Mindevej, Soborg-Copenhagen. Denmark.
VANCOUVER, B.C., CANADA. Anyone inter*
ted in forming anarchist and/or direct acti
peace group contact Derek A. James,
Grand Boulevard. North Vancouver,
Canada. TeL: 987-2693.
U.S.A. VERMONT/NEW HAMPSHIRE. DM
erosion/ Action Group, anyone? Contact F f§
Jackson, Corinth. Vermont.

what theological nonsense Catholics
OUT OF THIS WORLD
believe in providing they do in fact
help the suffering. This is to overlook
the point that such an approach actually
generates suffering in a vicious circle.
The letter-writer to F r e e d o m provides A n e ig h t e e n - year -o l d g ir l burnt her Morning Star, ‘consider that a sufficient ing one man convicted in the Great
an example—the Catholic ‘orphanage’. self to death in protest against the mili answer to the protests.’ The Airport Train Robbery staged a four-hour roof
Would I turn away its begging nuns? tary government and US support for it, Workers Union at Nandi International top protest at top-security conditions at
Yes, with a flea in their ears. The in Saigon. She is the tenth person to Airport in Fiji has decided to ‘black’ all Leicester Jail. They complained about
•orphans* are generally the unwanted die in this manner in the past three French aircraft, civil or military, landing lack of privileges and association. They
babies of wretched Catholic girls trapped weeks. President Johnson’s beagle ‘Him’ in Fiji for the next 28 days. The move climbed down at 8 p.m. as promised.
into their position by the teachings of (which he picked up by the ears) is to (says The Times) is in protest against The Under-Secretary at the Home Office
said they were obviously fit and well,
their Church, which keeps them in ig be cremated following its death after French nuclear tests. . . .
and promised them television in their
norance of how to look after themselves. being hit by a car when chasing a squirrel
This sordid little misery mirrors the huge in the White House grounds. Its remains M r . h a r o ld w il s o n speaking to the cells. Mr. C. H. Rolph (alias C. R.
world-wide misery which the Catholic are to be flown to the Presidential ranch Parliamentary Labour Party said, ‘Al Hewitt) writing of British prison reform
Church has done so much to promote by in Texas. Mr. Harold Wilson is to visit though wc want to proceed in utmost in the Week-End Telegraph says, ‘We
harmony and consultation with the par shall never, in fact, quite eliminate them.
its long history of sabotaging efforts to Washington at the end of July. . . •
liamentary, this means two-way, not one But we could at least claim that we had
help non-Christian countries control their
Mr. d e n is h ea ley , Minister of Defence, way co-operation, and it must be based reduced to a minimum our organized
populations by rational means.
Dear Editors,
World-wide disaster has followed the defended the training of South Viet on the recognition that the party meet attempt to produce white by two blacks.’
In the June I I edition of F reedom uneven intervention of technological pro namese in Malaysia by saying, *We have ing, however important, cannot become Mr. John Capstick, ex-Scotland Yard
there was a letter about a speaker getting gress. If we cut down the infant mor made it clear that we have no intention itself a government, or substitute for Superintendent, writing in the same
chucked out of Speakers’ Comer for tality rate without cutting down the of participating ourselves in the fighting government. Such a concept is neither paper said, ‘All prisoners must be subject
protesting in favour of freedom of speech
birth-rate what follows—a huge popula in Vietnam or supplying weapons to in the Labour Party Constitution, nor to more discipline. A Foreign Legion
from Spike Holmes. This speaker was
Vietnam. This remains our policy, but the British Constitution, and any attempt of prisoners should be formed and sent
protesting after another speaker, myself, tion explosion and famine conditions. the training of Vietnamese servicemen to operate on that basis would rapidly overseas as an Army unit. Aged 17 to
Relieving
those
conditions
by
charity
had been asked to ‘terminate my speech'
started as far back as 1961 under the •make the Government, and 1 believe the 40. Prisoners should be used in the
by a policeman. I had been speaking handouts is like offering a starving ele previous Government and we see no Party, a laughing stock in the country, building of the Channel Tunnel. Govern
on Lesbianism and homosexuality as a phant a peanut. The positive contribu reason why we should not assist in the with all the inevitable consequences. ment should make cement from quarries,
way of life, as I had done before there. tion which anarchists can make is m the training of a free country to defend its The Government must govern, and there the labour being supplied by fit short
The reason I was given when I asked world of ideas. Our approach to the freedom.’ President Johnson announced can be no substitute for it’ (not even term prisoners.’ . . |
why. was thai there were children pre- problem of evil is humane not religious. the resignation of the chief of the Central Desmond Donnelly and Woodrow
That an anarchist paper should rattle
senz.
. .
T h e m o r n in g sta r (alias the Daily
Intelligence Agency, a nominee of Presi Wyatt). ■
The other speaker, John Rety, then the Catholic begging-bowl is a sign of a dent Johnson, who was appointed in
Worker) carries a headline ‘Murder case
got. up and spoke on freedom of speech. most monstrous confusion of ideas.
1963. Tri Quang, a Buddhist leader, T h e ea r l o f arran ' s Bill to legalize China youth executed’, a story of the
London
\
T
ony
G
ib
so
n
.
He was threatened with arrest unless he
fasting in Hue, informed the Daily Mail homosexual behaviour between consent execution of a 19-year-old youth for
left the park immediately. He quite 18.6.66
reporter, T will continue fasting until ing adults in private obtained its third wounding an East German embassy offi
justifiably protested, whereupon he was
Johnson withdraws his support of the reading in the House of Lords by 78 cial’s wife and a journalist from Mali.
ejected from the park.
military machine. I refuse to call him votes to 60, the Earl said the Bill had no Both recovered. The Court President
On looking at the park regulations, 1
President.
He doesn’t deserve the future. No one in the Commons’ ballot announced, ‘Counter-revolutionary mur
found that any person asked to leave
honour. . . . Indiscriminate American for Private Members' Bills had seen fit derer Yang Kuo Ching, will be sent to
the Hyde Park—and Speakers’ Comer is
bombing has become repression. The to take it on, and the Government would the execution ground to be shot forth
part o f the park—must do so imme Dear Comrades,
I want to take issue with Jeff Robin Vietnamese are forced on to the Com not promise time for debate. The House with.’ The Court president said Yang
diately, otherwise liable to fines, etc.
son
re his article on June 18 on ‘The munist side. This war will exterminate of Lords had spent eleven days on it, had confessed. Tt was my intention to
Whatever the reason.
. our people. . . . They think o f nothing there had been 135 speeches, and 19,200 create an international murder case and
IJgjat I find so disgruntling is that the Opiate of the People*. I feel that it is but power, force and bombs. They do wot&s spoken.
provoke an international dispute so as
policemen were acting within their a crude analysis that lumps together
to spoil China’s international good
not understand us or try to.’ . . . the
National
Liberation
Front
and
the
powers, but that only this policeman
name.’p jR B jas
T
h e l e a d e r o f t h e h o u s e told Mr.
[look offence (for what reasons I can't pseudo-communism o f the pro-Moscow
Michael Foot that he would do his best
CP
of
Britain
and
o
f
the
Russian
neo
T
h e d ip l o m a t ic c o r r e s p o n d e n t of the
tell), and that earlier in the afternoon
to provide for a second reading of the I n t h e c o m m o n s , Mr. Brooks, MP, asked
and the week before when I had been imperialists. If we ourselves were, in Morning Star (formerly the Daily Wor Steel [Nationalization] Bill before the the Secretary of State for Foreign Affairs
ker)
wrote
a
study
of
De
Gaulle’s
policy
^
Vietnam,
and
this
is
the
yardstick
for
our
^speaking on the same subject, no one
end of July. The Government is not whether, in view- of the accumulating
road taken offence, and made me get actions in Britain and elsewhere, we "War Pact under the shadow o f a sure that it will be able to find time for space debris circling the earth, Her
General’
(June
14)
without
mentioning
would most Surely be aiding the NLF.
gdown and leave.
the second reading of this Bill, or of Majesty’s Government will propose in
if:So much for Speakers’ Comer, the Anarchism in a concrete real situation of French atom tests. On June 16 they the Early- Warning Bill, before the the United Nations Organization that
printed
a
rather
unfavourable
account
of
.
intolerable
oppression
involves
making
centre o f free speech. If we must have
international action be taken to reduce
- summer recess.
flaws and regulations, must we also be common cause with those taking concrete French test preparations concluding how
the growing danger of such debris caus
ever, ‘The French point out that there
action
against
that
oppression.
The
at the mercy of each policeman’s per
ing devastation upon re-entry to built-up
T h e h o m e s e c r e t a r y said, ‘I very much
are
only
.1,000
inhabitants
within
600
Spanish
anarchists
did'
just
that.
(It
son al puritanical objections?
;
■
miles of Mururoa, while within the same hope that when I introduce the Criminal areas. came
to
naught
but
the
individuals
in
Yours anarchistically,
radius of, the US test station in Nevada Justice Bill later this year, it will contain
volved
could
have
done
nothing
else
with
London. W.2 ;
EMILY YOUNG.
clear consciences.) For the Vietnamese Flats, oyer sdven million people live. proposals designed to keep more people
J o n Q u ix o t e .
peasantry there can be n&£ polemics The French .authorities,’ sayS' the out of prison.’ Three prisoners, includ
about liberty — they are going to be
beaten into die Stone Age unless America
can be stepped from proving her ideo
logical points in terms of Asiatic human
Comrades,
^ Weeks ago, I wroie (as ‘Bakunin*) flesh. For the anarchist ethic the thing
about an appeal for funds for a Catholic boils down to just this: the Coca-Cola
mission, which appeared in F r e e d o m . dictatorship provides only a perpetuation
The event-of a Catholic appeal in an o f the ages-long, subsistence-level exis iY N THE MORNING of May 17, 1966, few months. The noted event was the the Marine Corps family.* The Rev. J.
anarchist paper struck me as bizarre. tence of the peasantry, with vicious inter ”
the students of Jesuit High School activation ceremonies to start the first of Donald Pearce stated that the United
Later, someone wrote protesting at my person competition stifling concepts of in New Orleans were treated to an event 12,000 Marine ROTC units for boys, States is presently fighting in Vietnam
letter. H e had raised £173 fo r destitutes liberty and co-operation; Chincse-style which will become common in high ages 14-18.
‘to preserve the ideals established here
in Hong Kong fay a publicity fast in communism offers a stable dedicated schools all over the nation in the next
This latest and most insidious effort 200 years ago’, he went on to say: ‘If
period of, say, 100 years, over which
Scotland. I would m a k e c e rtain points.
to turn the United States into another our youth is rightly instructed, our
In this country we normally eat good time one can expect there to indigenously
Third Reich did not go unchallenged power will be greater than any weapon
meals all the time, when we could come into men’s minds in Vietnam,
however; several pickets were on hand man can devise.’
nourish ourselves adequately a t much .China, . and China-orientated parts of
Rep. Hebert told the formation of
and many students of Jesuit High ob
J ess post, and send the money to help Africa and Latin America the concepts
jected. The pickets carried signs read 900 students that ‘this is undoubtedly
those who live all the time on the of self-discipline and freedom that im
ing: ‘Peace Corps N ot Marine Corps’, one of the proudest moments that can
borderland o f starvation in Asia. Neither passion Caucasian anarchists now. The
’How Many More Must Die F or John come to any individual*. The new pro
I, nor anyone X know, habitually deny struggle of those individuals will be just
son’s Mistakes?’, ‘Why Train Our Chil gramme ‘will prevent delinquency instead
ourselves jn this manner. We even drink as hard as our own now, but it wiU he
dren T o Be Killers?* and ‘W hat of subsidizing it,’ he claimed,
tea, beer and wine when water would their struggle. Xn the here and now, as
ENERAL D E GAULLE is testing the Happened To The Prince Of Peace?’
‘This programme will have a greater
do. We have come to terms with the an anarchist, were Xin Vietnam, I would
I Bomb in the ^Pacific for the same
One student likened a compulsory effect on this nation than any other
work for the National Liberation Front. political-prestige reason that led British R.QTC programme to a ‘Nazi Youth programme during our lifetime> including
problem o f eviL
There are two ftgjjj| contrasted ap The current Vietnam Solidarity Campaign Labour and Conservative Governments Group’ and stated that ‘it will be com the draft,’ Hebert said.
proaches to the problem o f evil, the initiated by, among others, Bertrand Rus to make the Bomb after the end of the pulsory even though they and the news
J a c k J . F r a z ie r .
religious and (he humane. T he religious sell, though at present steered by leftist war. Nothing & gained. The atmosphere papers say that it won’t be compulsory’.
approach, as exemplified by the Catholic politicos, has I feel (he seeds of direct .is further polluted and the proliferation James Viator,, a senior, claimed that
Church, is that human misery is inevitr action towards human dignity for the of unclear weapons that much more Jesuits Wanted the programme ‘for unifor
able, but it is p a n o f their C od's great Third World. A t Easter I would have encouraged.
mity*^ and also for government subsidy
purpose. Man suffers the extremes of been happier to have seen the anarchist
Even by De Gaulle’s own standards of uniforms and equipment.
misery because G od has arranged things banners with Ralph §choenmann and the- exercise is unnecessary as France in
MM*demonstrator, I^on Hill, of New
that way. Catholic
of one the VSC, than rolled up forgotten, while
recent
years
has
made
such
a
phenomenal
Orleans, was struck by an irate father
sort and another waUow in this misery; $o many anarchists wasted their energies
recovery in every respect as to make o f one of the boys, the same man then
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Seamen Cut
to Ribbons?
p R O M THE COMPLETE outside
looking in. it appears that the
seamen’s strike is staggering from
one crisis to another. Confusion
takes over as the leadership of the
NUS desperately looks for an ‘out’.
One crumb more from the Pearson
table I believe would gain good
chances of a settlement from Bill
Hogarth. The only people who
can do this are the Government, the
shipping employers are ‘sitting
pretty’ in this respect, sitting behind
the skirts of the PIB keeps the wind
off them nicely. This bull from

Contact Column
Tanya Howell. Please contact Peter
Neville without delay as MAY have
job in country for you. If in contact
with Tanya anyone pass message on
please urgently.
Vietnam.
Public Meeting, Holbom
Assembly Hall, Johns Mews. W.C.
Friday, June 24, 7.30 pjn. Speaker,
Thich Nhat Hanh. Director of
Institute of Social Studies, Saigon.
Polish Protest. UL & S Defence Com
mittee. Demonstration, Orbis. Regent
Street, London, W .l.
Saturday,
July 9 commencing 10.30 aan.
‘Solidarity*.
Weekend conference in
Birmingham at Digbeth Civic Hall
on the ideas and activities of the
Solidarity group. Saturday, July 9,
2 p.m. to 5 p m . Sunday, July 10,
10 am . to 1 p m . and 2 p m . and
5 pm . Further details from Gordon
Causer. 27 Upper Gungate, Tamworth. Staffs.
Intelligent mother-substitute. (With or
without own child) urgently wanted
to care for 5-year-old girl who can
not understand why her mother left
her. West country, Box No. 31 A.
Poetry and Jazz. Ilford Libertarians.
Poetry and Jazz. 7.30 pm .,
July 2. Conway Hall, Red Lion
Square. W.C.1. Mike Osborne
Quartet, Christopher Logue, Joe
Shearas and Dick Wilcox. Mike
Horowitz with Workers’ Cast
Experimental Drama Group.
Tickets 4/- and 61- from Free
dom Press.
Centenary Lectures NSS. Friday, June 24.
Freethought and Law Reform.
Anthony Grey and Diane Munday.
Friday, July 8. Freethought and I
Liberty.
Martin
Bnnals,
etc.
7.30 p m . Conway Hall, Red Lion
Square, W.C.J.
Fallex. Fallex and other Official Secrets
sent under plain cover. Sample ob
tainable, 9d. (including postage) from
Ipswich Anarchists, 68 Christchurch
Street, Ipswich, Suffolk.
Manchester Poetry. Northern rendezvous
for Poetry, Folk and ‘happenings’.
Thursdays 8 p.m. Packhorse Hotel,
Bridge Street, off Deansgate, Man
chester, 2/-.
Stickers.
POLICE BRUTALITY IS
FACT, JUSTICE IS FICTION.
ANARCHY IS FREEDOM. 25/per 1,000. Contact Box 31.
Accom m odation available for girl. West
London Community. Rent £2 10b
Box 32.
R oom and Work. Woman reader (midforties) will need room and work
when leaves psychiatric hospital.
Offers of either or both to Box 30.
Hospitality wanted. Six teen-year-old com
rade (male) from Paris would like to
stay with family during summer
vacation. Write Box 29.
Accommodation Offered, To responsible
person in return for taking child
to school some days and a (very)
little housework. Write 15 Pennine
Mansions, Pennine Drive, Golders
Green, N.W .fl or phone MEA 1872.
A ccom m odation. Flat or rooms required
in London area (preferably un
furnished) by teacher and wife. For
one-year period from September.
P. and M. Ford, 102 Stotfold Road,
Arlesey, Beds.
Accom m odation Vacant.
One bunk
empty—happy, tolerant girl wanted
in s/c flat, in lowest Lambeth, details
REL 5224.
If yon wish to make contact 1st os know.

Frank Cousins about keeping the
dispute strictly between the em
ployers and the seamen, who does
he think he is kidding? He quotes
the 1958 transport strike stating that
he ‘refused to have anything to do
with the government’, he maintained
that the differences of opinion were
between the union and the em
ployers. The employers were the
puppets of the government, who the
hell does he think pulls the strings
of London Transport, Santa Claus?
As stated in F r e e d o m (11.6.66)
the strike is being run ‘strictly to
the rules’. In the fifth week of
struggle the policy of the NUS is
exactly the same, and quite ob
viously it must be, trade union
leaders are responsible people, trade
union protocol must be adhered to
at all times irrespective of the
situation. Leaders must appeal to
leaders through the correct channels,
and when they ALL want to ‘wrap
up’ the strike NOW (if, they were
ever in favour from the beginning)
the chances of winning the full de
mands by spreading the strike are
negligible.
It therefore comes down to where
the decisions should be made, at
rank-and-file level. It is no good
rank-and-file militants calling on
their leaders to spread the strike
either here or abroad, they have to
convince all workers it is in their
own interests to down tools, not just
the dockers. If we as printworkers
had any guts we would have refused
to print last Sunday’s edition of the
Sunday Telegraphy the editorial was
an open invitation to smash the sea
men by ALL means possible. By
allowing this vitriol to be printed we

have done as much damage as if we
crewed a ship that had been de
clared ‘black’.
Before any one screams about
freedom of the press, may I politely
remind them that the ‘freedom(?)’
is always one way ‘against the wor
kers’.
The tactic now employed by press
and politicians is one of attempting
to split the seamen. The attempt
by British Railways to crew a ship
for Channel crossings at Dover
fizzled out. Townsend Car Ferries
claimed to have enquiries from dissi
dent seamen to be allowed to go
back to work, nothing more has
been heard about that either.
Whilst it is true that at Newhaven
NUS members decided to instruct
their Executive to reopen negotia
tions and ‘get what they can so we
can return to work’ or, failing the
council, being able to negotiate,
ballot the membership ‘for or
against’; NE-coast members at South
Shields held a ballot this morning
(20.6.66) and overwhelmingly en
dorsed the policy of their Executive
Committee, as did Southampton,
Manchester, Liverpool and Hull.
All the evidence, so far, points to
the maintenance of solidarity among
the seamen, which is good consider
ing they have been virtually on their
own.
Wilson is expected to make a
statement today, if it’s anything like
the last one he might as well belt
up, the offer of a general inquiry
into the shipping industry contri
buted nothing to the settlement of
the present dispute.
The question of ‘Emergency
Powers’ still has him worried, be
cause he could accomplish the very
thing that he wants to avoid, the
spreading of the strike.
In terms of orthodox trade
unionism the next few days could
be critical for the seamen. The
Executive of the INF meet on
Wednesday, and the NUS Executive
Council is due to meet on Thursday.
Tangible support from the former
is highly suspect, therefore it is up
to the rank and file of all workers,
it is up to us whether the seamen
get ‘cut to ribbons’ or win their just
demands.
Bill Christopher.

HOW THE SYSTEM TICKS
INCOMES POLICY, LEGISLATION
AND SHOP STEWARDS. T. Cliff and
C. Barker. P/bk. 137 pages. 2/6d.
Publishers: London Industrial Shop
Stewards Defence Committee.
W H A T E V E R this book’s faults, and
I *" there are not many that I see, it is
indisputable that it is an indispensable
part of any militant’s reading. The com
prehensive study of the present structure
of capitalism and the manner it mani
pulates modern society is long overdue.
Iln a way it is bringing home what Paul
Cardan has been saying in a rather more
theoretical manner for many years.
Very neatly, this well-written pamphlet
demolishes the arguments presented in
favour of the Incomes Policy by the
trade union movement leaders and their
counterparts in the Labour Party. It
quite justifiably points out there is only
one group of people who will suffer,
and that is the wage earner and the
working class generally. But the in
teresting part for all trade unionists is
the demonstration how the highly or
ganised workers are responsible for
raising standards of living of the workers
generally. ' In less organised countries
where trade unions are either an organ
of the state or split by doctrinal weak
nesses, the differential between skilled
and unskilled labour is far greater than
in those countries where the vast body
of manual workers in large industries are
left at the mercy of their employers—
either capitalist or state.
It quite justifiably points out that the
to-called trading deficits are largely a
product of hot money flowing backwards
and forwards across frontiers looking
for the quick killing. Together with the
military expenditure abroad this hot
money causes a load on the workers’
backs which looks all very well on paper
but in fact is just a paper flow of money.
In other words a stock exchange con
trick supported by the Labour Govern
ment.
The final plea in this book is very well
argued—it is for workers’ control. Tills
is preceded by an account of the pre
sent shop stewards' movements and the
need for them to link up. The fragmen
tation of shop stewards* movements is
explained and also the need for closer
co-operation. However much Is to be

desired in this direction, and inside the
LSSDC there seems to be no concrete
ideas as to organisation—and it’s about
time there was. The need for action
against the Incomes Policy is going to
occur soon and the issues have to be
placed squarely where they belong, on
the shop floor, and this is the thing
which most militants dread. To try and
move workers on what appears at first
sight to be a solely party political issue.
But it has to be done and this book is
an excellent handbook for all militants
who have to explain the case. The argu
ment is no longer up in the clouds. It
is in the process of taking place and the
savage penalties devised by Gunter and
Brown will take place unless a unified
rank and file movement oppose them
successfully. So please buy, it’s worth
every penny, in fact that is my chief
criticism—it’s too cheap.
S parks .

(Obtainable from Freedom Bookshop
or C. Davison, 83 Greyhound Road,
N.17.)

Now a March
flW B LOBBY of Parliament, due to
■V take place on June 22, against the
Government's intention of passing legis
lation to enforce its Incomes Policy, now
includes a march from Speakers’ Corner
in its programme. This is a welcome
development from the scheduled Lobby
reported last week in F rhbdom.
The reason for this change is that
both Liverpool and Manchester building
workers want a murch, being fully pre
pared to organise one of their own, and
workers on the Brunei University site
have also been very enthusiastic about a
march.
This is indeed an improvement on the
sterile Lobby first planned and shows that
rank and file union members want to
express their opposition to the intended
legislation in the form of a public
demonstration.
By the time this appears in print, the
march and Lobby will have taken place
and it is hoped that the march will be a
demonstration of the growing opposition
to the Labour Government’s plans for
fettering the trade union movement.
P. T urner .
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STRIKES AGAINST
WAGE CUTS
U O R OVER EIGHT weeks now, 60
machinists working on cylinder heads
and engines at the Standard-Triumph
International factory in Coventry, have
been staging a series of token strikes
over the introduction by the company
of new piece-work rates.
These on-off guerilla strikes have
caused a considerable loss of output for
the STI. Production of certain car
models has been suspended for as long
as a week, which has meant that many
other workers have been sent home and
temporarily laid off.
The machinists are members of the
Amalgamated Engineering Union and
claim that the company’s new bonus
payments for new work have brought
about a reduction in wages of between
30s. and 44s. per week. Shop floor con
venors, representatives of the union mem
bers in other sections of the factory,
have issued a statement supporting the
strikers. This says: ‘Our members are
not seeking more money for the same
work. All they ask is that their wages
and conditions will not be affected as a
result of the introduction of new work
methods.’
The convenors allege that the new
bonus system was imposed on the
machinists by the management. How
ever, the Works Director, Mr. Swindle
(some coincidence) says, in a letter circu
lated to 15,000 employees, that the new
system was mutually agreed upon, but
the shop stewards replied that: ‘We wish
to make it clear that the shop stewards
and the men involved have never at any
stage agreed to the bonus times’.
SHOP FLOOR LEVEL
All along the company has wanted the
dispute to go through the normal nego
tiating channels, which would have taken
it from the shop floor and given it to
the national officials to handle. This
request has been refused and local union
officials and shop stewards have so far
handled all the negotiations. The national
executive of the AEU has said that
‘piece-work rates’ disputes on new work
are not included in the procedure and
should be settled at factory level. The
company also wanted the men to stick
to the procedure for avoidance of dis
putes. Another meeting of the shop
stewards, local officials and the manage
ment has taken place and the latter’s

offer of a special sliding-scale payment
over the next four weeks has been
rejected.
When Sir Donald Stokes, Deputy
Chairman and Managing Director of the
Leyland Motor Corporation, which in
cludes STI, recently addressed the Insti
tute of the Motor Industry, he spoke of the irresponsible action of a ‘very few |
men’ which could cripple the industry.!
No doubt he had the machinists in mind. J
They were called ‘anti-social types* who,!
by their action, were stopping the benefits
which could be obtained by the introduce
tion of modern, expensive automation!
and transfer machinery. Obviously Shi
Donald does not like it when men take]
action in defence of the wages and con]
ditions. In fact, the STI recently tolej
shop stewards that ‘put in its most simple?
terms, failure on our part to stop the]
rot (of rising costs without correspond®
ingly increased productivity) will ulti&
mately end up in a situation where both?
management and work people will losj
their jobs’.
We know that STI faces strong compel
tition both in home markets and abroad!
and they no doubt thought that in thd
case of their new model, the 1300, they!
would try to cut costs, and the new!
piece-work rates were the result. D S
they really expect the machinists tol
accept a cut in wages just like that? If \
there is any question of irresponsibility, 1
then the company is guilty. However, it
must be remembered that managements
are really averse to doing their negotia
tions at shop floor level. They do not
mind going to the national union leaders,
who are totally divorced from the reali
ties of the shop floor, but when it
comes to facing the very men that these
deliberations will affect, then it becomes
a completely different kettle of fish. The
management knows that the shop floor
negotiators drive a much harder bargain
"and if the men feel that they are getting
a raw deal, there is always the possibility
that they might decide to take direct
action.
In the drive by STI for an everincreasing share of the car market, they
are trying to impose a wage cut on their
workers. It is the same old story that it.
is the working people who have to make
the sacrifices so that the capitalist profit
motive system can survive.
P.T.

LETTER S

Keep ‘Worker’s Control’ Please
prices, which is one reason for strikes—
Dear Comrades,
So Laurence Cunniffe thinks a page namely the levelling out of hours on a
devoted to Workers’ Control shouldn’t parity with wages.
I am thoroughly in agreement with
be in an Anarchist paper. We are
nowhere near enough to the state of Laurence Cunniffe that work should
affairs where automation has liberated a become creative and that all people
sufficient number of people from work- should become creative as against merely
toil, which I for one do regard as toil materialistic, so that work no longer
when it fattens the boss’s wallet and, becomes something we’ve simply got to
through him, boosts the company’s pro do if we Ye to. live, but can be absorbed
duction. The concerns which are pre into a society which wishes to be creative
pared to put their backs into it will use and produces, not rubbish off a conveyor
machines profitably, but what if this belt, but things that relate to human
nationalizing mad government get their needs and values.
hands on an essential service which is
If machines are misused man will
not paying its way? Redundancy and quite likely lose his dignity, which would
higher prices will follow, and in an age be nothing new under capitalism; in any
when machines should liberate workers sort of society, production and distribu
and prepare them for a more meaningful tion will have prior consideration. The
life, there will still be the same old scientists, etc., are working towards the
wastage because the men intent upon
replacement of human labour, but with a
capitalistic monopoly will still be in Government which devises a Prices and
control, thus nobody will be any ‘freer’ Incomes Policy, a payroll tax, in fact
than in the darker past when the masters anything to keep capitalism and profits
of mismanagement still have their hands going strongly, I don’t see in the final
on the controls. By all means pay resort that it really matters when the
people what they deserve for operating (to us) wrong men are in charge; which
the machines, but nowadays so much is why P.T. and the rest are not wasting
overtime has to be worked to make up a their time thumping out a few thousand
basic wage, which as Comrade Cunniffe words for this paper every week.
Fraternally,
well knows is because we’re taxed to
death and none of us can escape higher London, W. 5
R on P eart.

Vietnam ‘dialogue
with
Death’
Anarchist Weekly m
JU LY 9 1966

It had become a tradition during
the last few years that dictators acted
and democracies protested, a divi
sion of labour which seemed to
satisfy everybody.—Arthur Koestler:
‘dialogue with death’ (1937).
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Stealing Wages!
PH E G O V ERN M EN T is about to end
b imprisonment for debt.
Instead it
imposes to introduce the Scottish law
f attachment upon wages. In these
toposals they have mixed humbug,
wardice and contempt for the interests
"5f the public.
(Contrary to general belief, most imjsonment for debt has already been
wished. (It was the so-called ‘reformers’
Jio wanted it kept on, fearing that withit it ‘the working-man will never get
flit’—a
now well-exploded
19thItury myth!) Except in one or two
lances
where
corporations
have
kigled it into Acts of Parliament (the
test noticeable being borough councils
■af can imprison for non-payment of
fcs). imprisonment today is for those
^Ere/uxe to pay, rather than those who
■kit. It is necessary to prove means
lore a county court, and make offers
T y ; provided the debtor plays the
B and has the time to appear confiy asking for revision of his offer
Jjd o e s not lose too heavily in wages
Rhis appearance), he has fairly the
Ip-hand over the creditor, who is pay■beavily for barristers who manage
.‘charge him considerably more than
w fcdllect from the debtor.
B E parade the abolition of imprison| for debt as a reform is in these
Rimstances laughable anyway; but
B e are many prisoners who are deE l ters on maintenance payments to
Soves. Here again, it is the obstinate,
'o t the penniless, who suffer. If they
pjceal their earnings, they can get away
I k it. In m ost cases, courts must accept
|e word of the debtor as to what he
pirns.
In attaching wages, and making the
fcourts privy to what the wages are, it
becomes impossible to get away with
anything, and obviously favours the
creditor considerably. It is noticeable
that whenever Scottish law is more
reasonable than English law, Scottish law
is ‘brought into line’ with English law;
when Scottish law, as in this case, is
more reactionary, ‘it has something to
teach us’. The attachment of wages for
civil debts can result in a man receiving
nothing whatever at the end of the week,
after tax, insurance, attachments upon
wage, various contributions and fares
have been met. This has happened in the
States, too, where men have found it
just not worth while working to get so
many attachments slapped upon their
pay packet. Almost all cases of theft
in the Army can be traced to the
practice of letting a man receive nothing
at the end of a week; it is true that, in
this case, he is fed aad sheltered. This of
course would n o t apply in civil life. On
the whole it would be far better to apply
for national assistance than to work, the
moment that the attachments came in;
this will be the reply of a great many
workers to the new ‘reform s’; the obvious
thing to do is to get the sack and sit
back and wait until the State sees the
point. The defaulting ex-husbands will
certainly do this, if they are ready to go
to the extent of prison, as things stand.
N EW T O L PU D D L E ’
Why has the Government suddenly
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plumped for this dubious ‘reform after
it has been rejected for so many years?
Employers on the whole do not like it
(it is after all the wage system that keeps
the workers working, and to give them
nothing , or far less than a normal wage,
at the end of a week, is not the way to
run a railway . . . this is PAYE on a
much larger scale). Lawyers of course
support anything that gives them more
jvork. but they are well satisfied with
the county court system, though judges
sometimes find it inconsistent with their
dignity to be acting as the collecting
agents of hire purchase companies who
force sales upon people not. ‘credit
worthy’ and then get the courts to back
up the payments. To them, the solution
is not to give credit.
The sentimental can sometimes be
worked up about the poor debtor lan
guishing in prison; but in truth the only
ones who do are those who do so on
point of principle (e.g. the husband who,
admitting his ability to pay, point-blank
refuses to contribute to his former wife’s
comfort, pointing out her ability to look
after herself) and have chosen prison
rather than payment. The law is now
going to prevent him making this choice,
just as PAYE prevents the worker from
choosing whether or not he will pay
income tax.
The reason for this pseudo-reform is
the Prices and Incomes Bill which aims
to outlaw strikes. The Combination Laws
are coming back; once more the working
classes are going to be prevented from
organising to better their conditions;
there will be new ‘Tolpuddle Martyrs’,
and this in the name of organised labour.
But as organised labour in government
does not want to see “Tolpuddle Martyrs’
in prison, for the sake of appearances, it
is going to make it impossible for strikers
to be sent to prison. It would never do
for Socialism Victorious to put trade
unionists in jail; but they are going to
be fined heavily, and the fines placed on
a PAYE basis. This will not prevent
martyrdom, but it will make it seem less
glorious than prison, and the apparent
pettiness of the persecution will make it
seem less real.
It would be slightly more honest to
sell unofficial strikers into slavery. They
would if they could, no doubt, but in
the meantime they are making do with
the amendment of the law relating to the
non-payment of fines, being paraded as
a ‘reform’, a triumph of liberalism, and
one of the things Labour gets done.
A. M eltzer.

'J'H IS APHORISM is basically as
true today as when Koestler wrote
it in a Spanish jail during the revo
lution (which he called civil war)
when the German and Italian aero
planes bombed the Spanish cities,
while the democracies meekly pro
tested.
Perhaps the distinction
between democracy and dictatorship
is not so great today as it was 30
years ago. Nevertheless, after the
black smoke rose to the sky near
Hanoi and Haiphong the democra
cies duly protested. The time and
motion man with his stop-watch and
taperecorder stood in the Grosvenor
Squares of the world and reported
back to his government. ‘Nothing lo
fear, your excellencies.’ he said,
‘they were in good voice, a bit
fractious but I daresay they are all
in their beds by now.’
The Vietnam war has been going
on since the end of the Second
World War. The US entered after
the Korean cease-fire, but basically
both the purpose and the reason for
these two wars are the same. Military
economics demand a theatre of
war somewhere, otherwise the system
which is based on war-production
must collapse. Protesting against
war is the only human thing to do.

A Visit to Stuart Christie
T, A FRIEND of Stuart Christie, went
over to Madrid on June 3 in ail
attempt to visit him in the Carabanchel
Prison.
On my arrival in Madrid I reported to
the Consulate to receive a letter of intro
duction to the Director at the Prison.
When I went to the prison I was told
that before I could see Stuart I would
have to go back to the Embassy to get
a letter of introduction to the Director
General of Prisons at the Ministry of
Justice. They in turn told me I would
have to see the Minister of Foreign
Affairs at the Foreign Office. This meant
yet another letter of introduction. The
Minister for European Affairs interviewed
me and then said he would get in
touch with me later on to inform me
whether I had been granted the permit
or not.
When the word came through on June
17 that I could visit Stuart the next day
I was sent to the Minister of Justice to
receive the prison permit.

PR0V0S IN LONDON
IS PERHAPS a measure of the
political sophistication which has
come in the wake of the Committee of
100 that many of the ideas, plans,
strategies and theories outlined by
Bernhard de Vries and Irene van der
Weetering, the two Amsterdam provos
who recently visited London to put their
case, seemed terrifyingly naive. There
is no doubt that the English press did
convey a very confusing image of the
provos but, having been to Amsterdam
and having heard the provos in London,
I do not consider this the least bit sur
prising.
When van de Weetering’s
husband described the provos as a ‘heart
rending, muddle-headed organisation’ he
seemed to be making the fairest comment
so far. No vicious attack on the level of
Le Figaro's has been made by any
English paper (provos are ‘nazis, com
munists . . . vicious petitg bourgeois,
beatniks, delinquents’). Nevertheless the
provos’ arrival in England to present their
case was a step in the right direction; it
may be an indication of the Committee
of 100’s failure to explain itself overseas
that the provos are so muddled. It is
no kindness to ignore the confusion in
provo thinking.
The provos have,

r

but without changing the system that
needs war. the condition for war
remains.
Without an egalitarian system of
distribution of the real wealth of
the world the need for war will exist
as it is the only way that you can
have full employment in a capitalist
economy. Should the Vietnam war
cease tomorrow, a war in Thailand
or some such place will start the
day after.
The Chinese and Russian ‘Com
munist’'systems also need a localised
war for the same reason. They have
the added incentive that as long as
the Vietnam war continues, they
can make fiery speeches, protests and
the inevitable recruitment of party
members all over the world.
The ‘Communist’ powers are sup
porting North Vietnam with brave
words but with hardly any weapons.
Possibly the North Vietnamese can
not pay for the latest anti-aircraft
batteries. It was pitiful to read the
‘Agence Presse’ correspondent’s re
port from Hanoi where he observed
the bombing raid on the oil dumps.
The soldiers ‘hunching their shoul
ders, came running to climb the
outside staircases leading to the
roof-tops where they fired off their
rifles in the direction of the aircraft.’
Imagine shooting down supersonic
jet bombers with ordinary rifles and
machine gunsl
After the bombing of Hanoi the
Chinese, of course, protested. A
statement by them described the

raids as ’barbarous, wanton and a
criminal act of aggression and war.
In accordance with the interc *s and
demands of the Vietnamese people
we will at any time take such ac’ions
as we deem necessary’. Words,
fighting words, dishonest words.
The war is being ‘escalated’ by the
US Government according to the
‘scientific' formulae worked out by
‘Professor’ Kahn. What stage have
they reached now in their war of
nerves? A year ago t h e r e was
furore when it was revealed that the
Americans were using gas warfare.
Now, after the initial indignation
has subsided, gas is used consistently
in Vietnam. Remember the horror
with which napalm bombs and lazy
dogs were greeted? All this is
now part of modern warfare.
For a long time the Americans
have talked about the possibility
of bombing Hanoi. Now they have
done it and public protests have been
voiced, they will do it again. It
won’t be news next time. They are
already hinting that the next step
is going to be the bombing of Red
River Delta with the consequent
flooding of North Vietnam. After
that they may use ‘tactical’ nuclear
weapons. And so on.
What should anarchists do in the
circumstances? We should continue
to protest but never lose an oppor
tunity with our literature or banners
or private conversation to try to
explain the cause of war and the
need for an egalitarian society.
Of course a ‘crisis’ situation tends
to stultify thinking. Even ‘comrades’
urge us. like latter-day Kropotkins,
to choose sides. There are no short
cuts to anarchism or to eradicating
war for that matter. If we are to
stand by our principles we must be
prepared to lose a few friends. R.

through their actions and because of their
support by groupings which have been
ignored almost entirely by traditional
radicals, earned the right to be honestly
criticised for their limitations.
W hat do the provos want? They have
a large number of ideas which are unique
in being both imaginative, convincing and
practical. The white bicycle scheme—
white bikes freely available to anyone
who wishes to use them in order to keep
private cars out of the city of Amsterdam
—is perhaps the most famous and best
of these ideas, but most of these practical
day-to-day ideas are excellent. They
have a number of more ‘political’
schemes, one of which is to send the
mayor of Amsterdam, van Hall, on
holiday, which is both humane and face
tious. Others however indicate the com
plications which beset reformist anar
chists. The idea of white police is one
such. In London de Vries said he
wanted Dutch police to be like English
police, unarmed. He was unwilling to
accept the point that it is precisely the
lack of arms that makes the British
force such a powerful instrument of
authoritarianism. When citizens tacitly
accept the fuzz as a friend, arms are

still concerned about all his old friends in
Britain. He is allowed to work one day
per week depending on his conduct. He
either works in the Dental Surgery or
At the prison I was put into a small in the Printing Room.
room divided by a wire mesh wall.
I was told by the consul that the best
Ten minutes later Stuart arrived on the way to send parcels to him is through
other side of the wire mesh and then the the British Embassy (Consular Section),
interpreter arrived.
Recoletas 22, Madrid.
He receives
The news from Stuart is that he is in parcels from Germany, Holland, France
the middle of his A-level exams in and Britain.
Spanish, Maths, History, English, etc.
Stuart asked me to convey all his
and that he has now put his appeal thanks to all comrades who have been
through without the assistance of the so concerned about his imprisonment and
Spanish lawyer who demanded the £1,000 those who have sent books, money and
fee from Stuart after the trial. The food, etc.
result is due to come out in August. At
While I was waiting to see the Minister
present Stuart has, at the most, six years for European Affairs a decrepit old man
left to complete of his sentence which, left the office and I was informed that
he thinks, will be reduced by a few more the Minister v(ould now see me. This
years. He now receives no letters except pensioned-off old dodderer who had pre
those from his mother. He is not ceded me was none other than General
allowed to send letters to his friends. Franco, the Caudillo himself!
The reason for this is that someone sent
Ross F lett.
a newspaper cutting to him about a
P.S.: We are informed by the FIJL
demonstration in Glasgow when the that two French comrades were released
Spanish flag was set on fire. The general by the Spanish authorities possibly as a
impression I got of Stuart was that he result of the kidnapping on May 1 of
was well-liked in prison and that he was the Spanish diplomat-prelate Mgr. Ussia
unnecessary; the continental attitude,
where police are never allowed to feel
that secure, is much more to the point
Ultimately the police would become
trained social workers, dressed in white,
which is the provos’ big symbol. This
is all very well, but one can easily see a
situation where, as recent trends in the
USA indicate, the police become pseudo
social workers without in any way ceasing
to be an arm of the state.
The appeal to the International Provotariat, reprinted in Heatwave 1, is the
manifesto of the provos and explains both
their ideas of ‘class’ and also their
approach
to
the anti-authoritarian
struggle. It talks of beatniks, pleiners.
nozems, hooligans, mods, rockers (though
having seen rockers in London de Vries
decided they were not, after all, a revo
lutionary force), students, artists and
misfits as being a new, heterogeneous,
de-classed ‘class’, a grouping of sub
versive elements who will through "pin
prick actions’ be able to force authority
to show its true nature. Authority,
having done so, will become more and
more unpopular and there will be a
crisis of authority. It is, perhaps, a
rather devious and circuitous route to
social revolt—and. I would have thought,
hardly likely to change the fuzz into
English bobbies—but it has its own logic
and appeal.

But what happens in practice? A lot
of kids, doubtless intellectually provoked
and pre-justified by provo ideas and
statements, provoke a major crisis of
authority in Amsterdam, with police, riot
police, special sub-military police and
three infantry regiments either in town
or standing by. The provos broadcast
an appeal on the pop music station urg
ing kids to stay at home. Asked if this
was not rather inconsistent, de Vries told
his London audience that the provos did
not approve of violence, and that shops
were being damaged which was “unneces
sary’. But surely such actions were the
logic of the provos’ appeal? De Vries,
in common with the provos I interviewed
in Amsterdam (I have written at length
in Heatwave about this visit), said the
provos did not call for violence. They
did not want riots. But did they not
want to provoke authority?
De Vries said they wanted to provoke
authority with happenings, constructive
schemes and not destruction. But, if they
saw the provotariat (the heterogeneous
groupings of beats, delinquents, etc.) as
the last element of revolt in society, was
it not their job to explain the riots, at
least philosophically? Simply to denounce
them was inadequate, confusing and,
perhaps, a treason to their ideas. ‘I can
understand why these riots happened’.

Continued on page 2

VIETNAM
—
An
American
View-point
books? S

INCE Freedom is the only paper that But I do think it is interesting, and
American anarchists have—which is rightly affects one’s sympathies, where
a misfortune, since a good anarchist people and their leaders and govern
paper needs to have a local character, a ments draw the line. (For example, I
relation to its environment—an American think that the South African regime is
anarchist looks closely at items which qualitatively different from others, and I
pertain to America. I have been bothered don’t understand how anyone could say
for some time by the character of the that there is ‘not a scrap of difference’
lead articles on the Vietnam war, both in between it and other regimes.) Would
respect to their framework of analysis the Vietcong wage aerial civilian warfare
NEW BOOKS
if they possessed the means? I can’t see
and in respect to their content.
Gipsies, Didikois and Other Travel
Consider Jeff Robinson’s ‘The Opiate that the answer is automatically ‘Yes’
lers*
Norman Dodds 25/- of the People’ of June 18. The lead is unless one also answers automatically
Stories of Famous Mutinies
a ‘revealing’ news item about Chinese ‘Yes* to questions like, ‘Would Wilson
T. H. McGuffie 18/- exportation of opium. Now, maybe apply the South African solution to the
Jouraal
Anais Nin 42/- this is a revelation in England, but this “coloured problem” if he had the
has long been a standard item of Ameri-, chance?’ It is similarly pure conjecture
can propaganda, including the interpreta that there would be a ‘bloodbath’ if the
REPK1NTS AND CHEAP EDITIONS tion that the trade serves the Chinese Communists took over South Vietnam.
Communists by helping ‘to spread drug Is it the case that the Vietcong uses
The Family and Marriage in Britain
indiscriminate terror, torture and assas
Ronald Fletcher 5/— addiction and corruption in the West’. sination at least as widely as their
The existence of this trade is interpreted
by the writer in F reedom as an indica opponents’? Jf one is trying to judge
tion I of the equal-evil of the Chinese the moral quality of the Vietcong move
SECONDHAND
government. But if one reads the story ment, and project from that its behaviour
Conspiracy against Europe, Committee carefully, there is nothing to show that if it possessed napalm, one would be
for Germany Unity 1955 3/-; William the Chinese government is responsible better to present some evidence; the
Richard Lethaby, 1857-1931 4/-; Anthony for the fact that ‘a sizeable proportion appeal to ‘certainly’ about a very doubt
Comstock: Roundsman of the Lord, Hey- of the finished products finds its way into ful question leads us nowhere.
wood Braun and Margaret Leech 12/6; the hands
of international drug
What’s more the writer lets the Ameri
Jehovah’s Witnesses, Marley Cole 7/6; racketeers/ So far as I know, the can puppet-regime off much too lightly
Fabian Socialism (damaged), G. D. H. Chinese government has not engaged in when he says that its victory would mean
Cole 3/-; Seven Essays, Herbert Spencer any wars to oblige Western nations to ‘a corrupt, right-wing, Coca-Cola dictator
3/6; Stalingrad, Theodor Plievier 5/6; allow the importation of opium
ship with (once the fighting stops) a
The Peckham Experiment, Innes H.
But the above is a minor matter. Fur small degree of liberty’. Unless the
Pearse and Lucy H. Crocker 7/6; Three ther on the writer asks, ‘Does anyone writer would describe the Franco regime
Essays on Religion (Paperback), John seriously believe that if the Vietcong in these terms—would he?—I don’t see
Stuart Mill 2/6; Revolution in Eastern possessed napalm, “joy bombs” (an in why he thinks these terms fit. Before the
Europe,
Doreen
Warriner
7/6; vention of Norman Mailer’s), “lazy dog”, South Vietnamese resistance reached
McCarthy: The Man, The Senator, The etc., they would refrain from using them military proportions, the Americans had
^sm ’, Jack Anderson and Ronald W. on moral grounds if to use them was to well under way a programme to totaliMay 7/6; New Horizons, J. T. Murphy their military advantage?’ (Hence they tarianize South Vietnam as an anti
8/6; The London Years, Rudolf Rocker are not ‘morally superior’ to the Ameri communist bastion (this is what the
15/-; A Study of History (Abridged), cans and South Vietnamese.) In answer Michigan State University people were
Arnold J. Toynbee 7/6; October ’43 (Den to this rhetorical question it is said that
up to—the CIA connection is a rela
mark), Aage Bertelsen 7/6; A Study in ‘Certainly the Vietcong use indiscriminate
tively trivial matter). By ‘totalitarianize’
Infamy (AVO Hungary), George Mikes terror, torture and assassination at least
I mean, among other things, a programme
8/6; Sick, Sick, Sick, Jules Feiffer 5/-; as widely as their opponents’.
of compounds to control a recalcitrant
Extracts from Adam’s Diary, Mark
Now, I don’t believe that there is such peasantry, which programme entailed
Twain 4/6; Where Do 1 Go From Here?, a thing as civilized warfare, unless it
the physical destruction of hundreds if
Roger Benton and Robert O. Ballou 3/6; would be a duel between volunteers,
not thousands of villages.
preferably between the leaders of state.
Moreover, I should think the writer
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Death of a Tramp
ff^H E TRAMP as a romantic species
A seems to have departed, from England
at any rate. The growth of the welfare
state has led to the disappearance of
the doss-house and the nearness of
full employment has seen the elimination
of the able-bodied tramp ‘seeking work’.
Those tramps that remain appear to be
(in Gorki’s phrase) ‘creatures that once
were men’ —-sick, frightened, neurotic,
psychotic creatures who, being unable to
adjust to the complexities of the welfare
static or even partake of the condensed
milk of human kindness (and why should
they?), shuffle round the town and
country ekeing out such existence as they
can.
Around the tattered fringe of the
affluent society in that twilight world
before the dark of criminality, insanity,
or old age, are the lodging-house
dwellers, Lord Rowton’s tenants, who
have taken their place in the lower
depths of respectable poverty, of con
trolled despair, of measured affluence.
In such a place, Bruce House (LCC),
Bill Gape (66) was found dead in bed
on one Sunday in June.
Bill Gape was a tramp from his
fourteenth year to the late nineteenthirties. He was widely known as an
anarcho - syndicalist a n d
freethought

speaker (mainly open-air) and was known
aiso as the ‘Tramps’ QC’ for after he
had given up ‘the road’ he was ever
on hand to advocate the rights of the
few tramps that remain. He promised
at one time to write for F reedom on
some conflict about a Salvation Army
hostel in Reading but one had the
impression that writing for him was not
easy. It is therefore with some surprise
that one looks through Half a Million
Tramps, W. A. Gape (Routledge), 1936
(long out of print) and realizes that he
could depict life ‘on the road’ and
one r e a l i z e s how the situation has
changed. Bill Gape was no George
Orwell, not even a Jack London, and
certainly not a Maxim Gorki, but one
realizes from whence came that fierce
bitterness that was his armour against a
world which even now resolves that
.there shall be two classes, ‘the haves’
and ‘the have-nots’.
For example, in H alf a Million Tramps,
Bill write, ‘I am fully satisfied that so
long as the relief of destitution is carried
on mainly by charity organisations, so
long will we have the tragic sights which
are to be seen in any part of the
country today. The reason is obvious.
Just as a rat-catcher does not kill all the
rats he finds, because he knows that
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would bear it in mind that, at least to
judge by accounts which strike me as
credible, the South Vietnamese insurrec
tion (as even the New York Times is
now willing to describe it) arose out of
the efforts of the Americans to impose a
strong (totalitarian) national government
upon a peasantry which had established
(or thought it had established) its inde
pendence during the war against the
French. He might bear it in mind that
moderate forms of resistance, including
non-violent resistance, were brutally put
down; and that if the Vietcong have been
brutalized by this war, which I would
expect to be largely the case, an
anarchist might be inclined to impute
responsibility for this to the Saigonese
governments and their American sus
tained rather than to the people who
resisted.
I would expect an anarchist to see a
tragedy in the fact that the struggles of
the Vietnamese peasantry to resist
colonialism and to resist the alien Saigon
regimes should have led to a continually
escalating war, given American power
and the indifference of the American
people, a continually escalating war in
which sense of original aims and even
of humanity is progressively lost and in
which the Communist leadership of the
resistance has been tightened to a point
where resistance to it has become
virtually impossible. I would expect an
anarchist to see a tragedy here. I
would not expect him to trot out stale
equi-evil arguments. I would expect
him to distinguish between the motiva
tions of the Vietnamese peasants who
are (most of them) voluntarily throwing
away their lives for the hope of indepen
dence and communal freedom, and now
(mainly) in order to preserve their vil
lages from destruction by the American
bombers and land-marauders—between
these motivations and (on the other hand)
the purposes of ideologically Communist
leaders and the type of regime (lefttotalitarian, anti-libertarian) which one
would expect from an outright Vietcong
victory. I would expect him to notice

if he did his livelihood would be gone,
so most charity committees and organi
zations do nothing which would even
tually do away entirely with the condition
of destitution, because if they did the
basis upon which they appeal for funds
would be gone. Charity frauds and
maladministration of public funds can
only continue as long as the general
public remains ignorant of its social
obligation to all men.*
Bill earned our gratitude for not be
coming a professional tramp-writer, like
W. H. Davies or others that we could
name, but obituaries are the occasion
when cliches fall thick and fast and we
must say that Bill’s faults were not of
the heart. He, in the famous words
‘spent his life on street corners, despised
of men’, but whether on the road, on
the soap-box, o r in shoddy lodging-house,
Bill was his own man.
J.R.
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that one cannot significantly make such
a distinction on 'the other side’. The
Republic of Vietnam officer corps is the
same old French-colonial officer corps;
its soldiers are impressed; the American
army fights ‘because you’ve gotta stop
the Commies somewhere’ and because it’s
kill or get killed and you’ve got your
orders.
I do sympathize with the wish that
issues were simpler. American propa
ganda has a nice way of simplifying^
every member of the NLF force is a
Communist, and every Communist is an
ideological totalitarian, and the whole
bunch of them are on a string from j
Hanoi, which string would lead to some
world-central headquarters (if it weren’t!
for the embarrassing China/Russia split)!
The Chinese Communists have their
mythology that the toiling exploited!
masses of America are being used *n4.i
swindled by Wall Street—when the casd
is that the only reason Americans d o n ||
much like this war is that they are noC
winning it (the Vietcong even shoot backi
when you bomb their villages). Aim E
chists have to have a psychology and’
sociology and a political analysis, soj
seems to me, that can talk to people wlrn
have very natural sympathies wit
peasants trying to bring down 500-raijf
an-hour bombing planes with rifles. TH
political analysis would, I think, reej|
nize the fact that the American state/
currently the scourge of the world, asj
one time Britain was, at one ti,
Germany was, at one time perhaps Rusf
was. Is some other nation than Amew
still dedicated to the idea of wdi?
power? Again, I realize that to sayfltlj
is (objectively, as the Marxists sayj
give some degree of comfort toM
Maoists, for I have not in the very saj
breath managed to point out the scc£
which the Communist governments'
been toward the populations onj]
boundaries. Maybe the kinds of dia?
tions I am talking about as anai®
are too subtle for public propaganqf
even for a conscious political m o v f
But I am afraid that if they are tooF
then we can’t have an anarchistfc
ment.
D a v id WiflH

PROVOS
Continued frcr.i pa«
said de Vries. But he was not!
vinced that the provos needed to exof
them, or that they had any intellejr
responsibility towards them. A tJ f
M ahatma Gandhi Hall meeting!
argued with de Vries, from a variety!
approaches for over an hour on this1'aft
other points, to the obvious disgust of tbj
glowing liberals who had seen in thS
provos a new thrill to inflate theta
battered egos. By the end we w e rj
every bit as confused.
However, it would be entirely useless*
to dismiss the provos. As M.J.W. made
clear, in his article in F reedom o n |
June 25, the provos are important, if •
only because they have got through t o ’
people that we, in this country, have for
the most part entirely ignored. We do
not help the provos by dismissing them
but we may be able to pass on to them,
in a constructive atmosphere, some of
the things we have painfully learned
about the nature of authority. Just as
the provos have a responsibility towards
the youth of Holland we, as part of the
same mainstream of ideas, have a
responsibility towards them. There is,
in the long run, perhaps rather more we
should be envying about them than
v criticising.
C harles R adcliffe .
NORTHOLT ANARCHISTS.
Contact: Jim
Huggon, 173 Kingshill Avenue, Northolt, Middle
sex. Meetings first and third Wednesday of the
month at Jeannie's. 6 Epsom Close, Northolt
Park, Middlesex, at 7.30 p.m.
SOUTHALL ANARCHIST GROUP.
Get in
touch with Roger Sandell, 58 Burns Avenue,
Southall. Middlesex.

PROPOSED GROUPS
MARLOW AND BUCKINGHAMSHIRE. Get in
touch with Stella A. Fauser, 33a Spittal Street,
Marlow, Bucks.
SOUTH WARWICKSHIRE. Get in touch with
Eric Harrison, 2 Cottage Aylesiuore Farm,
Shipston-on-Stour, Warwickshire.
TYNESIDE SYNDICALISTS. Meet every Thurs
day at 8 p.m. in The Adelaide, Newgate Street,
Newcastle, 1.
KEIGHLEY ANARCHIST GROUP.
Contact
Robert Halstead, 27 Woodlands Rise, Haworth,
Keighley, Yorks.

ABROAD
AUSTRALIA. Sydney Anarchist Group. Public
meetings every Sunday in the Domain at 2 p.m.
Group meetings every Monday at 8 p.m. in the
Cellar, 72 Oxford St., Sydney.
DANISH ANARCHIST FEDERATION.
52
Mindevej, Soborg-Copenhagen, Denmark.
VANCOUVER, B.C., CANADA. Anyone interes
ted in forming anarchist and/or direct action
peace group contact Derek A. James, 1844
Grand Boulevard. North Vancouver, B.C.,
Canada, Tel.: 987-2693.
U.S.A. VERMONT/NBW HAMPSHIRE. Dis
cussion/Action Group, anyone? Contact F. R.
Jackson, Corinth. Vermont.

ACT FOR PEACE
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‘Belated Triumph of the Jus Quaesitum Tertio’

T ub suburbs of Hanoi and Haiphong been used several times regarding him.
R SOME TIME the London Com journed but. although ho had not been were bombed, the French tested a nuclear The Prince said he was glad the members
found
guilty
of
any
offence,
he
was
mittee of 100 had planned to
bomb in the Pacific, as the Morning Star had thrown their fears overboard because,
bound over for three months. Another (the erstwhile Daily Worker) poetically said the Prince, ‘I love your type of that suicidal depression is mainly a prob
assemble in Trafalgar Square and march
lem of the big city. ‘Life amid a
to the US Embassy in the event of the man. who refused to obey the magistrate put it; ‘Mr, Wilson's Red Sea strike anarchist’. He thought the word ‘Idealist’ teeming multitude of total strangers can
bombing of Hanoi. However on the day and spoke on Vietnam from the dock, bubble has hurst, leaving behind the bad was more appropriate to Sir Herbert than
be terrifying for the solitary, friendless
of the bombing there came an unexpected was remanded for a mental report!
smell of a dirty red herring’, the seamen ‘anarchist’. The Amsterdam police chief
newcomer.* Every year about 5,000
All in all, the London Committee can voted to adjourn their 45-day-old strike resigned ‘with honour* in connection with
windfall when the early issues of the
people in England and Wales commit
Evening Standard gave details of the take credit for a reasonably successful for 12 months because of hardships caused other events in Amsterdam. . . »
suicide. There are five suicides for every
Committee's plans in its report on reac action. Several hundred people were to the citizens of the UK, and Mr. Frank
six road accident deaths. Suicide rates
assembled
at
a
few
hours*
notice,
ses
tions to the raids. It was this that was
Cousins, that well-known nuclear dis Mohambd yusuf daar, the son of an are higher in the ‘bed-sitter* areas. They
sional
orders
were
successfully
defied
armed resigned from the Ministry of Indian father and a Pakistani mother, are lower in areas where people live in
probably responsible for a large part of
the turnout of several hundreds in the and publicity was secured. Since the Technology on the issue of the Prices has been appointed a police constable in family homes and In working-class bo
London
Committee
is
in
financial
diffi
and Incomes Bill. . . .
Square.
Coventry, Britain's first full-time coloured
roughs where there is a tradition of
At about 8 p.m. the march set off culties. we can all show our solidarity by
PC. Crime in the City of London fell being friends and neighbours. The situ
sending
them
a
donation
(13
Goodwin
to the US Embassy. This first stage was
16.9%.
Prosecutions
for
drunkenness
T he minister of defence apologised for
ation calls for more friendliness toward
enlivened by an outbreak of mutual aid Street. N.4).
in England and Wales declined.
A
However it is a pity we still had the an insult to General de Gaulle, the guard dog at a quarry prevented ten ‘that funny old woman, so lonely that
when what was presumably a sympa
Chancellor of the Exchequer apologised
she loiters for crumbs of conversation
thetic fruiterer appeared and distributed a familiar sight of people being pushed for expunging an insult to the farmers people going to the assistance of a at the grocers; that swarthy foreign
large box of strawberries to marchers around by the police while a few are from Hansard, the Minister of Labour quarry worker who was trapped under student pining in uncongenial digs; any
arrested. Since it seems impossible to
and policemen.
went on holiday (before the seamen’s a car. . . .
one lonely, sick or old*. . . .
When the march arrived at the Em- gain sufficient numbers for a sit down, strike was settled) owing to the great
fbassy a sparse YCL picket line was surely the most effective policy would be strain. . . ,
T he Vatican denies that it has con A 56-year-old rent collector was charged
.already present, allowing itself to be for demonstrators to link arms and stand
trolling shares in a Danish holding with making false entries in his rent
firm.
Some
supporters
of
non-violence
shepherded in single file by the police.
company which is planning to invest in accounts. It was stated that he paid,
B
ritain
either
is
.
or
is
no
t
selling
may
quarrel
with
this
but
if
it
could
be
[This was soon changed by the arrival of
the production of birth-control pills.
[the march which occupied the whole of carried out intelligently it would at any weapons to America for Vietnam; but However, it has not disclosed details of out of his own pocket, the rent of
families who fell behind and when his
she
is
not
sending
any
men.
This
policy
[the road for some minutes. However, rate be preferable to shuffling along in
its investments but the Executive Board
of every support short of help, was of the Papal Commission on Birth Con own money ran out he made false
llater the police pushed the marchers front of a row of policemen.
He was given a conditional
further clarified by a recognition of the trol’s views on the pill, etc., are still entries.
This is, however, a minor point.
hack to the pavement and there were
discharge and his council employees had
Mr. awaited. . . .
There can be no excuse for inactivity urban growth-sprawl of Hanoi.
| about a dozen arrests.
found him work in another department.
After about 20 minutes the march now. We must work for demonstrations Heath, Leader of the Opposition pointed
He said on discharge, ‘When you see
Lformed up again and marched down Park .that fill the streets. We must organise out the illogicality of an approval of ends, M rs. renee short, mp, asked the Mini a house with young children who are
jane towards Parliam ent As demon- local activities to bring home the war to whilst deploring means. Mr. Duncan ster of Health to direct doctors not to hungry and the parents are balancing
Istrators passed the Bunny Club two eggs people in the suburbs and provinces. And Sandys, tipped as Heath’s successor spoke apply conditions before supplying oral
the rent against food, you want to
rwere thrown from a window. When we must move towards the development on the BBC of Mr. Wilson’s ‘stab in the contraceptives. She said some doctors help out.’ . . .
back’
of
US.
.
.
.
Tbrchers neared Piccadilly Circus police of more radical action.
were requiring written consent from
Enforcements appeared and dispersed
husbands before supplying oral contra M r. matsuda, a Japanese private citizen,
The W ar Resisters International and
Je march on the grounds that proces East Anglian CND have issued leaflets P rince bernhard of the Netherlands pre ceptives. The Minister of Health said a manufacturer of body-building equip
sor^ within a mile of Parliament were directed at American servicemen. The sented the Erasmus Prize to Sir Herbert it was not a matter for him. The ment, took four pages in The Times at
legal while the House was in session, Committee of 100 has demonstrated at Read in Amsterdam. Prince Bernhard British Medical Association decided to a cost of. £5,400 to put forward his
jjnonstrators then split up to make Alconbury Base. But, if we are to have disclosed that some members of the accept phased pay increases and withdraw ideas for peace in Vietnam. . . .
_JF way to Parliament individually, a real effect on US morale, we must foundation had hesitated whether it was the 18,000 resignations they hold. . . .
B illy graham finished his crusade in
gwever, a large part of the march take things a lot more seriously than appropriate to award the prize to Sir
London and Hugh Heffner and the
Ssembled in the Haymarket and pro staging happenings outside bases. We Herbert since the word ‘anarchist’ had T he bma published a booklet stating Bunnies started theirs. Jon Q uixote .
ved along the roadway in defiance must stop trading in moral generalisations
Jtthe sessional orders,
and make it clear to US soldiers that they
w ist outside Trafalgar Square more are fighting in Vietnam in the interests
Caldwell, editor of the Word Quarterly,
3ce appeared, some on horseback, and of the US military-industrial complex.
worked into the early hours of the morn
J s e d the march once more. But We must prepare to aid deserters. And,
ing, to get the magazine ready for May
4a so a considerable number of people since getting out o f the US army is not Dear Comrades,
Day, every day for a week previous.
Whilst thoroughly approving of Jack
% undaunted and managed to march easy, we must point to ways soldiers can
Needless to say, our cries for help fell on
it of the way down Whitehall behind disrupt the army by still remaining in it. Stevenson’s front-page article, ‘Our Lord
deaf ears. The phantom socialists of
has
had
His
Day’,
I
feel
I
must
write
to
jbapiittee of 100 banner,
In England we must draw attention to
Glasgow are never to be found when
lupon arrival at the House the more the fact that, if the Vietnam crisis intensi correct its reference to Lord Willis as
something constructive is to be done.
‘one
of
the
less
fanatical
Christians'—
wistitutionally-minded joined in a CND fies, our rulers have their atomic shelters
The United Socialist Movement does
J b v of MPs then in progress. Mean- and plans for martial law prepared. We just in case Lord Willis does not see
not meet the public once a year, at
_jile, inside the House there were several must keep our eyes open for any new F reedom himself. Far from being a
Easter or thereabout, we are in the
Christian, however unfanatical, Lord
Jem ip tio n s from the public gallery.
forms of resistance.
streets of Glasgow every week. We are
iT h e next day the demonstration was
The question of libertarian action Willis is a professed Humanist/Atheist,
trying to take socialism back to where it
and
an
active
member
of
several
Mentioned in most of the press. A against the Vietnam war is made more
leadership’; especially if they were bay really belongs—away from the intel
Humanist
organisations.
% table exception was the Morning Star urgent by the YPV demo last Sunday.
ing slogans like ‘Release the Chinese lectuals, the bearded beatniks and the
Barbara S moker.
w hich. to emphasise what well-behaved N ot to mince words, this was appalling. London, S.E.23
university types to the working people.
political prisoners’.
Monstitutional people the Communists are, The banners o f the Communists and
Peddle your Chinese line around the We need help and assistance—we need
H id not mention the demo but merely Trotskyists with their calls for a VietTrots, friend McGrath, the anarchists re ideas—we need speakers and, unfortu
■reported the CND lobby and the hand Cong victory and their anti-US slogans,
quire at least freedom from capital nately, we need money.
ling in of a protest by the Communists’ at times bordering on racialism, domina
No, no, Ian Sutherland, all the smoke,
punishment
for professing their ideas
| own mouthpiece, the British Peace ted the proceedings. If Libertarians are Dear Editors,
before they will accept you even as all the noise and all the sloganising at
Your
correspondent
B.
McGrath,
who
. to take part in Vietnam demos without
[Committee.
a lesser evil; the Trots (‘Defend the Queens Park in Glasgow last May Day
F The same day those arrested appeared being identified with these groups they claims to be an ‘anarchist’ as well as a Soviet Union’, etc.) are much more easy did not contribute one iota to the ad
‘Chinese-liner’, should learn that if he
[ In court. Doug Kepper’s case was ad must prepare their own slogan banners.
vance of the socialist cause.
D on’t
wants to fool the anarchists with paper going in this respect!
play the political game—leave politics
kites, they should not be made out of London, W.C. 1
Internationalist.
to the prostitutes and careerists—join us
loo^e leaves from Mao Tse Tung’s
and the people in the real struggle. The
Collected Speeches, vol. 109.
struggle to establish a just society.
It is true that the Spanish Anarchists
Yours fraternally,
C ontinued from page 4
were fighting alongside the Communist
Glasgow, C.5
Ben M u l l in ,
rebuilding of the schools and hospitals,
Party, but they bitterly regretted it when
17.6.66
United Socialist Movement.
demolishing the slums, raising wages all Dear Comrade,
the latter, on instructions from Moscow,
round, etc., etc. Vast as are the sums
1 would like, through your columns, sabotaged and betrayed the working-class
With reference to Ian Sutherland’s com
wasted on arms, they are a drop in the to inform fellow anarchists throughout revolution, murdering the anarchist mili
ocean compared with the money needed
the U.K. of a demonstration in Scotland tants, and playing into the hands of ments— F reedom (14.5.66).
Is this the final attribute of the socialist
for all the useful alternative uses of the on September 24/25 organised by the Franco. McGrath says that ‘if we our
money that have been proposed. But Scottish Campaign for Resistance Against selves were in Vietnam, and this is the movement—smoke? The behaviour of
anyway, the government (OBVIOUSLY) Militarism (SCRAM).
yardstick’, we would be aiding the N LF the so-called Left element in Glasgow on
has no intention of giving up arms or
—and
by the same token, presumably, May Day ’66 was, to say the least, a WEEKS 25 and 26, JU LY 2, 1966
We have contacted and hope to have
abolishing capitalism or introducing support from all the major peace move in G reat Britain in 1939 we should have disgraceful and shameful negation of Expenses: 26 weeks at £80:
£2080
workers’ control or anything of the sort.
£1633
supporting
the
Chamberlain everything that socialism is supposed to Income: Sales and Subs.:
ments in Britain. We are going to make been
So what happens in the meantime? Why, this a really forceful demonstration at the Government (sorry, it was still an im stand for. If the Left elements don’t
in the meantime, should we oppose such
DEFICIT:
£447
Faslane Polaris Base, the Missile Store perialist war then; I mean, in 1941 we agree with the Labour Party, the best
slight improvements as are possible in the at Coulport, and the Weapons and Bomb should have been supporting the thing to do is to ignore them completely
transport service? Yours truly wants an
Churchill Government). The story that and thoroughly. What kind of shining Wolverhampton: J.K.W.* 2/-; J.L.* 3/-;
Store at Glen Douglas.
at least slightly better bus service today
you have to make common cause with light would a phoney Labourite be with Vermont: T.J. 9/-; New M alden: J.T.
Would any groups or individuals who any oppression providing it is fighting out an audience? By these shameful 5/-; Kincardineshire: M.S. 2/-; London,
as well as a superb service in some
theoretical future. Does P.T. think we require further details about the demon another oppression, and providing you and irresponsible actions the alleged left N .W .ll: S.C. 19/-; Reading: Anarchist
will have to wait for the free society stration or SCRAM please contact our happen to be living under the first, is as wing are doing untold damage to the G roup
10/-; Sandgate: M.D. 3/-;
before we get a better transport service? field organiser Bob Johnstone, c/o 13 old as patriotism. It returns afresh in socialist movement—by giving the press Northolt: Anarchist Group* 3/6; Bristol:
If not what are his ideas for improving Goodwin St., London, N.4 or myself.
new dress constantly, but I fear answering unlimited scope to show up the Left as R.N. 4/-; Doncaster: J.R. 5/-; Glasgow:
it immediately and avoiding the snags
Yours fraternally,
it once more with familiar anarchist emotional juvenile delinquents—by con J.S. 8/-; Johannesburg: V.D. 5/-; Bris
I have mentioned?
G.I. 4/-;
arguments will be just in one ear and out fusing the public as to what socialism is bane: R.J. 3/6; Grantham :
Glasgow
J im L ivingstone (jnr .),
P ublic T ransport U sjer.
the other so far as the McGraths of this all about—by attracting thugs into the Sydney: R.G. £2/18/-; Cheltenham:
movement—and by misleading youth into L.G.W.* 10/-; Castle Douglas: J.A.
Eds. A reply from P.T. next issue.
28.6.66
Organiser.
world are concerned.
£1/1/-; San Francisco: Proceeds of Picnic
He refers to the ‘Coca-Cola dictator a negative approach by bad example.
Throwing smoke bombs at public June 12 £43/15/-; Sandown: H.O. £1/1/-;
ship’; by this yardstick, apparently,
M A K E SURE O F YO U R ANARCHIST JO U R N A LS B Y SU B S C RIB IN G
Hitler’s was a ‘Sauerkraut dictatorship’ meetings is not socialism. Chanting stupid California: C.L. 10/6; Aberdeen: D.G.
18/-; Edmonton:, N.M. £2/5/6; N eedham ,
slogans is not socialism. Preventing free
and Muo’s is a 'Chop-suey dictatorship'.
w eek ly
m o n th ly
Is it possible that McGrath is moved speech is not socialism. Turning out U.S.A.: Proceeds of Picnic £85/1/-;
more by national hatred of the Ameri once a year to make an ass of one’s self Northeim: E.G. 13/6; London, S.W .l:
Price 4d. Every Saturday except the first
Price 2s. (2s. 3d. or 30c. by post)
Anon 4/4; London, N.W.2: D.S. 8/-;
cans than by anti-imperialism?—a not is not socialism.
io each month. (40 issues per year.)
Appears first Saturday of each m onth.
The United Socialist Movement ignored Manchester: K.P. 5/-; London, N.19:
uncommon phenomenon on the phoney
BY POST:
BY POST:
the ‘official* May Day demonstration and F.J. 4/-; Oregon: J.L. 14/-; Richmond:
left. Chinese-line communism offers, he
I year (40 issues) 22s. 6d. (U.S, $3)
1 year (12 issues) 26c. (UJS. $3.50)
held an independent demonstration and P.O. 5/6; Wolverhampton: J.K.W.* 2/-;
says, ‘a stable dedicated period of, say,
6 months (20 issues) 11s. 6d. ($1.50)
BY AIR MAIL: 1 year 47s. ($7)
100 years’. This is so familiar a totali open-air meeting. We went to great J.L.* 3/-; Cheltenham: L.G.W.* 10/-;
3 months (10 issues) 6f. (75c.)
tarian argument (Hitler’s tausendjiihriges lengths to advertise this, with posters, by Selby: H.N. 8/-; London, E .l l : L.R.
SPECIAL RATE FOR 2 COPIES:
JOINT SUB. FREEDOM/ANARCHY:
Reich \ Franco’s cieit ahos de segurldad) word of mouth and touring Glasgow with 8/-; California: H.B. £1/1/9; Vancouver:
1 year (40 issues) 30s. (U.S. $4.50)
1 year 42s. ($6), 6 months 22s. ($3)
that it needs not be answered. True, the a loudspeaker mounted on a van. We J.R. 4/-; Oxford: Anon* 5/-; Stroud: S.R.
6 months (20 issues) 15s. ($2.25)
3 months U s. 6d. ($1.50)
1/1; Pittsburgh: L.K. 14/-; Glasgow: A.J.
anarchist
movement is not so vocal in appealed to the alleged Left wing for
BY AIR MAIL:
2 COPIES OF EACH:
1/ 6.
assistance
—
for
help
to
distribute
China
as
it
is
in
the
countries
where
I year (40 issues) 45s. (UJS. $7)
1 year 03s. ($9), 6 months 31s. 6d. ($4.50)
TOTAL:
£148 18 8
‘Caucasian anarchists’ (his expression!) thousands of handbills specially pre
£473 18 6
live, only because it is illegal and sub pared for May Day—for speakers—for Previously Acknowledged:
Cheques, P.O.’s and Money Orders should
ject to severe penalties. But it still lives, help |o sell the Word Quarterly, which
be made out to FREEDOM PRESS,
1966 Total to Date:
£622 17 2
and is not waiting for a century to pass. we worked on all night to get ready for
crossed A/c Payee and addressed to the
17a MAXWELL ROAD,
O f course the ‘Chinese-liners’ would be May Day. One of our main speakers,
publishers:
LONDON, S.W.6 Phone: RENown 3730
‘happier to see the anarchist banners with Comrade la niello, had not been in bed ♦Denotes regular contributors.
Ralph Schoenmau and the Vietnam Soli for two days, working constantly in G ift of Books-;—London, SJ£.2: G .H.:
FREEDOM by AIR MAIL, ANARCHY by SURFACE: 1 year 05s. ($9.50)
darity Campaign’ than ‘baying at the preparation for May Day. Comrade London, W.4: R.W.
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Seamen’s Strike I
Post-Mortem
For Workers’Control
I

rpHE SEAMEN HAVE a year in
which to strengthen rank and
file liaison, this lack of firm contact
forced them to accept the com
promise.
Rank and file contact between all
workers is vital, but seamen are
particularly vulnerable to lack of
same, because they can only rely on
a percentage of their membership
being actually involved in the strug
gle due to long voyages away from
home.
It has been rank and file seamen
who have forced the struggle every
inch of the way, remembering the
important fact that the negotiating
committee was prepared to accept
the original offer made by the ship
ping employers.

All through the piece, the NUS
leadership had their backs pushed
hard against the wall, and were con
sistently searching for the slightest
pretext to call off the dispute. But
they feared unofficial rank and file
action far more than the combined
forces of the Government and the
employers.
What of the support the seamen
did receive? This was mostly finan
cial, but even more they needed
active support. The T & G, in a
blaze of glory, did no work other
than their own, but the build up
of ships in the ports did not prove
to be an embarrassment to the
Government, and in turn the anti
cipated numbers of dockers were not
laid off. So much for the plan of
Mr. Dash that dockers would re
ceive ‘fall back’ pay whilst helping
the seamen. To be perfectly frank,
the seamen were out-manoeuvred by
the shipping employers at every stage
Tanya Howell. Please contact Peter of the game.
Neville without delay as MAY have
The ‘old lady’ at Congress House
job in country for you. If in contact had no intention of helping the
with Tanya anyone pass message on seamen; it would have been bad
please urgently.
Accommodation Wanted. Urgently. Poet enough if they had stood by on the
seeks poet-cheap room in West sidelines, but in fact they were
responsible in forcing the seamen to
London. Otherwise responsible per
accept the compromise, the thought
son. Box 33.
Polish Protest. UL & S Defence Com of spreading the strike brought the
mittee. Demonstration, Orbis, Regent smell of ’26 and they trembled in
Street, London, W .l.
Saturday, their boots.
July 9 commencing 10.30 a.m.
One point that did stand out was
•Solidarity’.
Weekend conference in the amount of foreign unions who
Birmingham at Digbeth Civic Hall are under the yoke of non-strike
on the ideas and activities of the
legislation, it looks as if the British
Solidarity group. Saturday, July 9,

Contact Column

2 p.m. to 5 p.ra. Sunday, July 10.
10 a.m. to 1 p.m. and 2 p.m. and
5 p.m. Further details from Gordon
Causer, 27 Upper Gungate, Tamworth. Staffs.
Progressives Unite! All persons genuinely
concerned in doing something prac
tical towards communal living, co
operative business ventures, mutual
aid or sexual emancipation. Please
contact: Emmanuel and Mary
Petrakis, 45 Plimsoll Road. London.
N.4.
Heatwave. The English successor to
The Rebel Worker 6. First issue
contains 40 pp. of articles on drug
addiction, the provos, and the inter
national youth revolt. Now avail-1
able 2/- post free, from Charles
Radcliffe, 13 Redcliffe Road, London,
S.W.10 or from Freedom Press.
Centenary Lectures NSS. Friday, July 8.
Freethought and Liberty. Martin
Ennals, etc. 7.30 p.m. Conway Hall.
Red Lion Square, W.C.l.
July 22. Freethought and Social
Work. Peter Fryer and Kerstine
Richards.
Fallex. Fallex and other Official Secrets
sent under plain cover. Sample ob
tainable, 9d. (including postage) from
Ipswich Anarchists, 68 Christchurch
Street, Ipswich, Suffolk.
Manchester Poetry. Northern rendezvous
for Poetry, Folk and ‘happenings’.
Thursdays 8 p.m. Packhorse Hotel,
Bridge Street, off Deansgate, Man
chester, 2/-.
Stickers.
POLICE BRUTALITY IS
FACT, JUSTICE IS FICTION.
ANARCHY IS FREEDOM. 25/per 1,000. Contact Box 31.
Summer School. Committee of 100—
July 23/30 on *The Scope of
Libertarianism’ at Aylesmore Farm,
Warwicks. Cost £3. Register by 10/deposit to 13 Goodwin Street,
London, N.4.
Hospitality wanted. Sixteen-year-old com
rade (male) from Paris would like to
stay with family during summer
vacation. Write Box 29.
Accommodation Offered. To responsible
person in return for taking child
to school some days and a (very)
little housework. Write 15 Pennine
Mansions, Pennine Drive, Golders
Green, N .W .ll or phone MEA 1872.
Accommodation. Flat or rooms required
in London area (preferably un
furnished) by teacher and wife. For
one-year period from September.
P. and M. Ford, 102 Stotfold Road,
Arlesey, Beds.
Wanted. Support for London market
project. Cash and/or loan of van.
Box 34.
i f you wish to make contact let us know.

unions are one of the last to hold
out.
What now? The Government were
forced to ‘take the seamen on' if
they wanted to continue' to play the
role of the ‘Government that will
rule irrespective'. On Monday the
anti-strike legislation bill will be
published, and somehow# I don’t
think they will hang about too long
before pushing it through Parlia
ment, probably the beginning of the
next session.
The only fact that seems to be
in d o u b t is whether defaulting
workers should be sent to prison
if they fail to pay the fine, or
have the money deducted from their
wage packets by the employers.
Frank Cousins is opposed to both
and has resigned.
We can now expect the Govern
ment to take a tough line all round;
they have intervened in both the
railway and seamen's disputes, and
will not hesitate to intervene any
where else in the future.
What we must do as workers is
strengthen and spread rank and file
organisation, on an industrial basis.
To hell with the CP and their parlia
mentary politics; to hell with the
fifty shades of Trotskyism; they are
the ‘kiss of death' to industrial
militancy, and freedom of action.
They all promise the road to Utopia,
but the price they demand is a ring
through the nose for ever more.

B ill C hristopher.

TRANSPORT IN LONDON” "
N D O U B T E D L Y the Prices and InU
I comes Board is a body that is not
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A Threat to
Shop Stewards
rp H E ENV ENGINEERING factory in
Willesden is well-known in 'the area
for the good wages and conditions that
workers enjoy there. This has been
achieved steadily over a considerable
period by the rank-and-file union mem
bers at the factory. They have elected
shop stewards who represent both the
production workers and the supervisory
staff. The ENV Shop Stewards’ Com
mittee has done a tremendous job and
has achieved conditions of a very high
standard by a militant policy.
Now all this is under attack. For some
months now the shop stewards’ com
mittee has felt that the management was
after a showdown and was trying to
provoke strike action. U p until now
this has been avoided and any action
taken has usually been by banning over
time, which is the case at present. The
latest move on the part of the manage
ment is the refusal to negotiate with the
shop stewards ‘until normal working
conditions are resumed’. In the view of
the management this means overtime and
the executive members of the Amalgama
ted Engineering Union are in agreement
with this. The management have also
approached the executive councils of
the unions represented at the factory and
they have now both agreed to a ‘joint
composite conference’ which the shop
stewards will attend.
W hat all this amounts to is that the
ENV shop stewards, because they have
pursued a militant policy, are now liable
to disciplinary action from their unions*
executives. But there is more in it than
just an industrial aspect. There are also

The use of more one-man operated
buses also seems a sensible idea. They
in the public interest but in the interests are already used by London Transport on
quieter routes and are widely used else
of the state and capitalism.
where in the country. The drivers con
However, it would be a mistake to
regard every minor recommendation of cern ed receive slightly higher pay for the
job, doubtless not high enough, but I
the Board as not in the general interest,
as P.T. does in his piece on the busmen fail to see what the objection to the idea is
(11.6.66). P.T. is of course right in on principle.
It also seems to me that the main
saying, as the Phelps Brown Report
recommended, that busmen should be reason for the poor public transport
paid a wage comparable with that of service is the vast number of cars which
other industries. But he is wrong in congest the roads and also keep the
buses nearly empty for long periods of the
attacking the PIB recommendations
concerning the more efficient use of day. For instance, route 98b, that served
A FTER M ANY G A LLA N T attempts
present man-power on the buses—recom an outlying area of Harrow, was recently
^
* “to influence the most affluent, powermendations regarding meal times, bus withdrawn by London Transport as being
speeds, part-time workers for the rush grossly uneconomic. A body of local mad group of people in this hallowed
isle the workers yet once more resumed
hours, an extension of the hours during people in the area then asked a private
their weary trudge to the Houses of
which standing is allowed and an increase enterprise company to run the route and
Parliament.
in the number of one-man operated they agreed to do so even if the profit
They gathered, from all over London
buses, including all Green Line routes. was small. This new service received
and outside, at the Barbican site on a
P.T. describes these recommendations as wide publicity and the good wishes of
many local bodies. But what happened? Wednesday afternoon — June 22, the
‘being made with the end of making the
banners of the trade union branches and
industry, as a whole, a profitable one Even though the new service was a
the shop stewards’ committees gaily led
guaranteed one with no buses cut out or
but only at the expense of the busmen
by the striking seamen. They marched,
turned short, the route still ran with only
and the travelling public’. Now P.T. is
five abreast, along the streets of the City
right in saying that the recommendations two or three passengers so it was
of London, through the meat m arket of
are only a substitute for a substantial dropped. Would, I wondeF, a bus sys
Smithfield, past the empires of the paper
wage rise. But surely what is wanted is tem run on workers’ control continue to
barons on to the Embankment. H ere they
operate for just a handful of people?
both a wage rise AND increased
efficiency not just a wage rise alone. It is The answer is NO. Some way will have were disarmed o f the banners, in case
such slogans as N ational Union of Sea
unfortunate that only proposals regarding
to be found to encourage people to leave
men, Amalgamated Society o f Boiler
efficiency are being put forward at the
their cars and return to the buses. Better
moment but I fail to see how the pro services alone won’t do it nor even re makers and Ship Building Engineers and
the like should prove to be a danger to
posals in themselves are to the disad duced fares nor even FR EE buses, in my
the existence of established law and order
vantage of either the busmen or the opinion, because cars are status and
public. The proposals are advantageous, sexual symbols and no one is going to in the Kingdom.
in my opinion, for the following give that up for a few shillings a week.
Bannerless.
the
3,500
marchers
streamed towards the hub of the dying
reasons:—
The only way I know to get people to
return to the buses is state legislation empire, trapped in a G othic nightmare
Part-time workers at rush hours would
undoubtedly reduce the busmen’s biggest which anarchists can’t support for ob like a prison which confounds the
bugbear—having to work two shifts a vious reasons and which would be a suici imagination. A few innocuous scuffles
broke out with a uniformed band who
day—at the morning and evening rush dal measure for whichever government
appeared to have no shops stewards or
hours. Unless part-time workers are introduced it. Consequently they won’t.
Similarly, any substantial wage rise not any sense of self-discipline. Even when
used (although where they will come
covered by a fare rise (a short-sighted and
the disagreement had ceased, these people
from is a mystery to me), the only other
insisted on occupying a p art o f the pave
answer is for firms to stagger working self-defeating idea in itself) would still
ment intended for the use of pedestrians
hours, thus spreading the rush hour over have to be passed on to the public in
one shape or form. This would mean
and people attending to their business.
the whole of the day. But this is an
that car owners would have to pay a They were they said, ‘Invested with
idea that both employers and employees
in the London area are against for proportion of the bus costs as well as authority’. N one of them could pro
their private car costs. Such an idea duce one so I did not discover what it
obvious reasons. I think P.T. will see
would again be political dynamite and
looked like. (Unless their meaningful
that even if every vacant job on the buses
glance at their boots was intended to
was filled twice over, there would still be, hence is not likely to be recommended.
It has also been argued that the money
convey something.)
so long as rush hours last, either double
shifts or else grossly uneconomic work wasted on H-bombs, ‘East of Suez*, etc.,
The working men who had forfeited a
could be used to substantially raise
ing during non-peak periods.
day’s pay in order to request, demo
busmen’s wages and hence improve things
Increased speeds (not presumably
cratically, their Members to change their
for the passengers too. But the money
dangerous speeds) and an extension of the
minds waited in a long queue around the
hours when standing is allowed seem to wasted on arms, etc., has already been
Gothic horror like bewildered relatives on
me to be in the general interest of bus earmarked (in the radical press) for the
visiting day. They came, they saw, and
passengers and hardly make the busmen’s
they went away, unsatisfied from the
job harder.
___________ Continued on page 2. greatest whorehouse in Europe. They

political implications for the ENV Shed
Stewards’ Committee is one of
sponsors of the campaign against
Government’s incomes policy and
proposed legislation to enforce it.
same committee also organised the cfl
ference from which was formed
London
Industrial Shop StewaH
Defence Committee. This is also
paigning against the Governmi
incomes plans.
This attack on the shop stewards;
be a joint union-management oneJ
both ENV and the AEU support;
Government’s policy. In fact Sir Will]
Carron. the President of the AEU
ardent believer in it and has laui
his own crusade against any organise]
or persons who oppose it.
There is a strong possibility that]
union executives, especially that of;
AEU, will withdraw the ste*s|
credentials. This has been the pa]
in the building industry in the ease]
militant policy on the part of a
shop stewards’ committee. This
happen at ENV’s and the union exe<
could negotiate new agreements
management which could do tremenS
harm to the unity that exists at preserifj
The facts, and the implications, of ;
attack should be made as widely knc§
as possible. An attack of this naatiin
must be defeated and it is essential that
other shop stewards’ committees and;
rank-and-file
industrial
organisations
pledge their active support. If EN vl
and Carron succeed, who will be next? 1
P.T.

MURDER IN PARLIAMENT
gathered later in the Denison Hall in i
Victoria to squabble among themselves "
about what to do about IT next.
The political factions of the Left ex
celled themselves in bad behaviour to
each other. The hall was packed and
the working men who had lost faith in
talk many years ago adjourned to the
pubs for a more sensible recreation while
the vanguard of the revolution struggled
with words and very nearly with deeds
to assume the leading role in outdoing
each other in verbal ferocity. The Left
outflanked the Left and the converted
disagreed over the true testament of
Marx and others in the present situation.
It seems that when the Left gets down
wind of the farts of power (even from
Mr. Heffer’s militant arse) they become
giddy with euphoria and like all drunks
fall out when they haven’t the money to
pay for the next round between them.
So there you have it; the choice made
to the workers of this country was simple
in the Denison Hall. The communists
asked for a nation-wide campaign of
anti-trade-union-legislation lobbies and
the SLL demanded a one-day general
strike on July 20 (presumably you can do
both if you fancy it). But at 9 p.m. they
went away to face the fact that not one
worker had come out in support, but they
left the Vauxhall Bridge Road buoyed up
with righteousness, and ill-will towards
their enemies.
Blessed are the lumpen proletariat who
shall inherit the earth.
S parks .

The annual International Liberta
rian Summer Camp will be this year
in St. Mitre les Rempart in the
region of Marseilles, France. All
persons interested should write to:
International Camping, Campagne
du Pere Icard, S t Mitre les Remparts, 13-B d R-France. The Camp
will open this year on July 18 and

